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Fifteen girls vie for Homecoming Queen
BYFAWNCONLEY
Editor
Fifteen girls have been selected as
finalists for the position of 1973
Homecoming Queen, who will be
crowned Homeming Day, October 20.
Scott Neal, student chairman of the
Homecoming Committee has announced
that the Holmes Warehouse No. 2, between second and Third Streets downtown, will be the site of float building this
year.
The warehouse will open at noon
Sunday, October 14. It will be open
Monday through Thursday from 3 to
10:30 p.m. Friday the warehouse will be
open from noon to 6 p.m.
The 15 finalists are:
Judy Barnes, 19-year-old daughter of
Mrs. Margaret Sue Barnes of Richmond.
Miss Barnes a physical education major,
has brown hair and eyes and is sponsored
by the Sidney Clay House Council. She is
a member of the Eastern band flag squad
and a bat girl for the baseball team. She
enjoys horseback riding, swimming and
traveling.
Nadine Brewer, 21-year-old daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Burleigh Brewer of
Dayton, Ohio, is the second finalist. She
has green eyes and brown hair, enjoys
tennis, working with travel and incentive
programs and baseball. She is sponsored
by Theta Chi Fraternity, and is a Theta
Chi Dreamgirl, treasurer of the Kappa
Delta sorority and a past member of
CWENS. She is a business education
major.
P.E. Major Running
The third finalist is Susan Childers, 20year-old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Childers of Hazard. Miss Childers has
brown hair and eyes, enjoys swimming,
skiing and sewing and has been a contestant in (he Miss Kentucky 1973
pageant. Sponsored by Alpha Delta Pi,
she was a finalist in last year's
Homecoming voting and is a Theta Chi
Little Sis. Miss Childers is a physical
education major.
Kandy Clav is the fourth candidate for
Homecoming Queen. The 20-year-old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Clay
of Lexington, she has blonde hair and
blue eyes. Miss Clay is a member of the
Eastern marching band as a featured
twirler;, I he Republican Club, a Pershing
Rifles sponsor and a Kappa Alpha Little
Sister.
Miss Clay is interested in
swimming, music and drawing. She is a
oolitical science and business major.

Fifth candidate for 1973 Homecoming
Queen is Cindy Fisher, 19-year-old
daughter of Mr. and Mr. Carl E. Fisher.
An interior design major, she has brown
hair and blue eyes. Sponsored by Todd
and Dupree Halls, she enjoys swimming,
dancing and arts and crafts. She is a
member of Kappa Delta, a cheerleader,
a member of the Interior Design Club
and a Theta Chi Mate.
Interested In Horses
Maritza Garcia is the sixth candiate, a
17-year-old daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Julio Martinez. Miss Garcia is sponsored
by
the
Freshman Class.
Miss
Garcia
and nas black hair and
brown eyes. She is interested in riding
horses, dancing and reading.
Cindy Hopkins, the seventh candidate.
Miss Hopkins is the 21-year-old daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hopkins of
Erlanger. She is a business education
major with blonde hair and blue-green
eyes. She is sponsored by Beta Omicron

Gamma and is the social chairman for
Kappa Delta sorority.
She enjoys
sewing, baseball, water sports and
traveling through the United States.
The eighth finalist is
Shandra K.
Jackson, a 20-year-old social work major
from Birmingham, Alabama. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. Shannon
Jackson and has black hair and brown
eyes. Miss Jackson is sponsored by
Burnam Hall and is a member of the
Sociology Club, the Black Student Union
and was first runner-up in the Miss Black
Richmond and the Miss EKU best
dressed lady contest. She was also a
contestant in the Miss Richmond
pageant.
She enjoys sewing crafts,
paintings, cooking and drama. She also
works with the deprived youths of Richmond.
Palmer Hall's Choice
Connie Kane, 20-year-old daughter of
O.P. Kane, Jr., of Flemingsburg is the
ninth contestant. Miss Kane is sponsored
by Palmer Hall and is a presidential

scholarship winner.
She is also a
member of the Little Colonels drill team,
Kappa Delta Tau and the track team.
She enjoys horseback riding, softball,
cooking and track. She has brown hair
and eyes.
Kathy Lane is the tenth finalist. She is
the daughter of Raymond Lane and the
late Mrs. Lane, of Versailles. Miss Lane
is sponsored by the Baptist Student Union
where she is the social chairman. She is
a recreation major and a member of the
Recreation Club. She was also a member
of the 1972 Homecoming court. Miss
Lane, who wants to be a director for
church recreation, enjoys basketball,
singing and meeting people.
Saloni Mathur, 20-year-old daughter of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Gian Dass Mathur,
is the eleventh finalist. She has black
hair and browwn eyes and is sponsored
by
the
International
Student
Organization. A library science major
now from Louuisville, she enjoys
drawing portraits.
(Continued On Page Ten)

Election set for October 18;
50 seats available in Senate
Student Government Election will be
held on Thursday, October 18. There are
50 seats open in the four major colleges.
17 seats are open in Applied Arts and*
Sciences, 15 seats are open in Arts and
Sciences, 11 seats in Education, and 7
seats in Business.
Students within Central University
College and Graduate School are
reminded that they will vote inteir
repective major.
Students who are
undecided in their major may choose a
college to vote in.
The ballot boxes will be located in the
Powell Building on the second floor
between the hours of 10 A.M. to 5 P.M.
Voting Procedures
The voting presedures for the 18th will
be as follows: Students will approach the
information table and check in and
receive a voter registration card. This
card will be filled out by the student and
handed to the person at the ballot box
who will give the student his or her ballot.

Students are reminded that ballots must
be marked with pencil.
Steve Slade, President of Student
Association, said, "The petitions
precedures have appeared to operate}
smoothly as we have a race in every
college except Education. I am pleased
with amount of students who have
shown interest in the election of the 50
seats that are open. Now in order for this
reapportionment plan to be successful it
is necessary that we have a large voter
turn out."
Applied Arts And Technology
Beane, William S.; Boggs, Barry M.;
Campbell, Richard H.; Cooper, Diana;
Custis, Daniel B. ; Dewees, Carol;
Earley, Michael; Flynn, Freeda; Gover,
Jimmy W.; Hellard, Dale R.; Hemplling,
Mark C; Houben, Gary; Justice, Karen
A.; Kendrick, Amy; Kirby, Bob;Lancaster, Dwight; Mullins, Donna K.;
Owens, Larry B.; Pearsall, Wayne;
Rayburn.Patsy Webb, Carolyn;

Arts And Sciences
Beckler, James Frank; Brady, Steve;
Bryant, Charlie; Buchanon, Vicki;
Burdge, Robert J.; Burke. Roger;
Chidester, John Sheridan; Combs, David
W.;Cox, Steve; Dennis, Ralph; Fincel,
Debbie Frew, Jerry ; Green, Michael;
Haremski, Michael B.; Kelley, Robert
W.; Lisehora, Patricia; Long, Nancy
Lynn, Maley, Lynn A.; Noel, Charlotte,
Phelps, James; Paynter
michael B.;
Richardson, Joe. M.; Riley, Dan; Schmidt, Mrk; Seithers, Steve; Sparrow,
Deborah K.; Stratton, Daniel P.;
Stratton, David C; Taylor, Brian A.;
Vaughn, Carla A.; Yerian, Paul E.;
Education
Brautigan,
Ellen;
Easter,
Vicki ;Higgins,
Debbie;
Jureik,
Margaret; Kirchheiner, Darlene;
Lenberger, Sheri; Shatter, Carol; Suit,
Carolyn; Zurface, Diana;
Business
Davitt, Allen W.; Dullaghan, Tim;
Kinman, Michael; Kirk, Debbie; Mason,
Gayle; Peters, David M.; Pomeroy,
Steven; Smith, John M.

New program prepares
students for situations
A "Pre-Student Teaching" program
that will prepare elementary education
majors to meet classroom situations has
recently been adopted by the College'of
Education after one and a half year
study
by
the
Pre-Prefessional
Laboratory Experiences Committee.
Utilize Student
"There has been a need to develop a
program that would utilize the student in
an actual classroom situation other than
what is effered in existing classes at
Eastern." commented Dr. David Rush
Chairman of the committee.
As a part of the program, elementary
education majors are now being expesed
every day to teaching experience in
Madison County schools. These students
go to the schools in the morning and
return to the Eastern campus in the
afternoon to critique teaching plans and
their individual use of basic teaching
skills

"Micro Teaching", a technique which
involves the use of vide tape recordings
of actual classroom participation be the
prestudent teachers, is implemented in
the afternoon critiques. This enables the
individual student to understand how
their experiences with a "live" class can
be used to enhance their teaching perspective and simultaneously developthese skills for a better rapport with the
elementary students.
"Development of communication
between the student and the teacher is a
very important part of the prestudent
teaching program," Rush stressed,
"because we feel that a teacher is not a
teacher until he or she can communicate
with their students,"
As of new the program is mainly
centered on the elementary level but Dr.
Rush is hopeful that it will soon be expanded t include the junior and senior
high school levels as well.

Donald WallMum Pnotot

Cool canine
On rare hot October days, the small pond
in the ravine is a refreshing sight. Whether
this dog jumped in for a bath or just to cool

off, he didn't say. But because of the cold
nights cooling the water off, the swimming
session did not last long.

Buys two school buses

Needs To Communicate
Dr. Rush, who firmly believes that "A
teacher is not a teacher until he or she
can communicate with all of their
students." also added that "If you really
want to ni'.et the needs of all students.
teaching*n.ust become a conglomeration
s ard in-ordw to understand
-SQec
itist get oul and actually set iibecause not all information is available
in books."

Chap in in concert
Harry Chapin is caugty In close-up during
a song at his Brock Auditorium concert
Oct. 3. Many people thought the intimate
atmosphere of the Chapin concert made it

the best so larT this year Through his
music and friendly patter he created a
happy, party-hlje atmosphere.

The new program, which will be built
into the existing curriculum «for
elementary education majors, is
designed to help the individual student todevelop variations on basic teaching
techniques and exemplify how different
students must be taught at different
level:

Board appoints new Dean
Eastern's Board of Regents has approved the appointment of Mrs. Jeanette
Crockett, currently the director of
women's housing, as the new Dean of
Women, effective January 1.1974. at last
Saturday's meeting. ■
,
'Succeeds Ingels
Mrs Crockett, who has been at
Eastern since 1966, will succeed Mary K.
Ingels. who will retire June 30. 1974, after
a six-months leave.
Mrs. Crockett will have the academic
rank of assistant professor of Education

She has formerly taught at Olive Hill
High School.

Education, following the Council's
guidelines.

She- received her BS * economics and her master's degree in
, guidance and couseling from Eastern A
MJ Sterling native, Mrs. Crockett is the
wife qf Gerald Crockett. *They have two
children
»

■Jm'^M* U>e Office
of Academic Affairs to develop a consortium with Cumberland College to
make available selected Eastern
graduate courses.

Authorized Request
In other business, the Board gave the
University authorization to prepare the
biennial budget request for presentation
to the Council on Public Higher

Vv

To Purchase Buses
Eastern has also been authorized to
buy two new school type buses for the
transportation of nursing students to
hospitals and to buy two new 12passenger van-type trucks.
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Martin speaks out against higher tuitions
Eastern President Robert R.
Martin Tuesday took opposition
with recent recommendations
that tuition rates be raised at
public colleges and universities.
Dr. Martin's reaction is to
suggestions for higher tuitions

made by the Committee for
Economic Development, a
research group composed
largely of coporate executives,
the Carnegie Commission on
Higher Education and the
College Entrance Examination
Board.

The readers' view
Progress is pessimistic
The editorial on Security in the Vol. 52,
No. 7 issue of The Eastern Progress,
brought to my attention a feeling of false
mistrust and pessimism which could
spread throughout campus.
There are a variety of positions at
Eastern's Safety and Security Department. The security officers are probably
the most noted and criticized. Since they
are human beings, they are known to
behave as other human beings do. Duties
include controlling traffic, ticketing
traffic and parking violators, crime
prevention and reprimandation, and
other actions to help and protect individuals and property on the university
grounds. They are to enforce the rules
and regulations; in return they receive
numerous complaints, even while the
person admits their violation of a rule or
regulation.
Could the violator be
offended by being caught and guilty?
If a student has a legitimate excuse for
Iheir violation, their excuse is heard.
After being reminded the legality of
illegality of the situation, they are expected to pay the consequences or appeal
to the Student Senate (within five days, if
the violation is a parking ticket).
Many violators
go to the Security
office with a most fierce attitude. Yet the
employees try their best to overlook the
ill-niannered temper of the violator and
explain to them their infringement and
how they musl take care of the situation.
Abusive language has been used to
employees who are just doing their job.
Lust year's Progress articles on the
ambulance service ended the service of
not only the university ambulance of
ihose in need (which was not totally
unjustified>, but also in the service of
transporting u sick or injured person to
iind from the infirmary or hospital.
Is this how the students want to show
ttradiludc to services provided them;
destructive criticism eliminated such
services.
Are students and faculty
totally unaware of the purpose behind
rules, laws, and regulations? Perhaps
I hey should consider the total chaos that
would result from eliminating all rules
and regulations. I do not feel they are
really as discourlious as Iheir attitudes
reveal, but they are just projecting their
wrong-doings onto other employees of the
university. I feel we might all try to be
more considerate and understanding of
others; one day the table may be turned
To in \ knowledge, no one is or has been
forced to attend or work at Eastern
Kentucky University. Every universityhas some set of rules and regulations. If a
rule or regulation is truly unjust, con-

structive critism channelled properly
has a strong chance for consideration of
change. If Eastern Kentucky University
is really as intolerable as opinions and
attitudes imply, maybe there should be
more consideration of choice before
attending EKU!
Nelle Bladgett
Walters Hall

Thanks to donors
Dear Editor
We would like to thank all donors, that
made the Red Cross Bloodmobile visit to
the campus such a success-and the
entire University community. Also all
those eating places that sent in those
"bonus treats" for the canteen:
McDonald's CapeCodder, Andy's
Pizza, Bisotti's Burger Broil. Burger
Queen, Jerry's, Frisch's;
Kentucky Fried Chicken, Long John
Silver's, Steak Out, Tolly Ho, Richmond
Ice, L&K Restraurant, Steaks and Such
and A & P.
Remember, you all area part of our
chapter area and you and your families
are eligible for coverage through our
Madison County Red Cross blood
program.
Again our thanks.
Mrs. James Mason
Acting Madison County Blood Chairman

Photographer is rude
Dear Editor:
Not all photographers are loud
mouthed and arrogant, but many of the
Homecoming candidates feel that they
are after having their picture taken by
the staff photographer assigned to the
Homecoming page. I, as a photographer,
resent the arrogant and inconsiderate
action taken by this photographer. Most
portrait photographers take their time to
get the best picture possible without
cutting down sororities or ommenting on
the other candidates chances.
The photographer that you have
assigned, although "award winning,"
lacks the psychology and personality
that it takes to create good practical
portraits. Althogh he is skilled in the
lighting and techniques he causs many of
the girls to be nervous and thus
destroying the hopes of a natural true-tolife portrait.
I hope that the girls do not judge all
photographers by the actions of this one.
Russell W. Tapp
Keene Hall

Dr. Martin released the
following statement from
Washington, D.C., where hewas
meeting as a member of the
Department
of
Health,
Education and Welfare's Council
on Developing Institutions:
"A major goal of the Nation's
state colleges and universities
has been, and still is, to provide
higher education to all those who
* are qualified regardless of their
economic status. This goal has
been accomplished through the
concept of low tuition, a concept
which parallels the egalitarian
commitment of the. country.
"Low tuition in public institutions
has contributed
enormously to our progress and
well-being as a nation both
socially and technologically and
it would seem ill-advised to
abandon low tuition at colleges
and universities as some interest
groups now suggest.
"There is no substitute for low
tuition-no loan program or grant
program can have the same
positive effect as low tuition and,
in fact, may have an adverse
impact on the coming generation
of children from middle-and lowincome families.

c&r\ve- -
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"Fifty-four per cent of
students at Eastern Kentucky
University are
receiving
financial assistance. Raising the
tuition for these students would
not make education available to
them in private institutions. No
bigger misconception for pricing
education out of the reach of
youngsters such as these exists
than the idea that to increase
tuition at public institutions will
somehow help private colleges."

"1 -hall not. I -hall not he moved!"

BY KEN GULLETTE
Man. Ed. Production

Craig Stumbo was a typical
journalism major who enjoyed
•not wuiiuiit, on the Regress as
one of his extra curricular activities. He would rather not
work on the Regress than not
work anywhere else. Stumbo
was a dedicated journalist who
didn't volunteer for every
assignment he could get his
hands on.
"Well," Stumbo sighed
wearily and stood up from the
desk. They had given him as
part of his job as Stupidity
Editor.
"I guess there is
the Milestone. According to the
something
for
me to do here, so I,
ACP judges and to most of the
had
better
leave."
campus community, they did it.
"Why?" asked Dumma
Last year's Milestone features
Francis,
who sat across the
color pictures of activities on
room.
campus, as well as group and
"Because I don't want to go to
portrait shots of Eastern's
work,"
Stumbo explained
campus students and faculty, and
carefully.
"I won't work for
as the judges said, it gives a good
anybody
who
needs me."
view of what life on campus is
"Then
who
will
you work for?"
like.
•
"For
anyone
who
doesn't need
The Progress would like -to
me."
congratulate last year's editors
"Your must be a busy man."
and staff on a fine example of hard
"It's a dog-eat-dog sock-em-inwork and dedication. We know
the-guts
world out there, and it's
that this award is one that Bill
a
rough
job finding so many
Sawyer and his staff will
people
who
don't need me."
remember for a long, long time.
"I
think
I
know
of a few," said
We only hope that this year's
Yawn
Conley,
editor,
"Us."
book can keep up the good work
"You
don't
need
me?"
that is a tradition with the
. "No."
Milestone.
"Gosh, I didn't know there was
so much for me not to do here,"
Craig sat back down.
"Hey Craig," the Sports
Editor screamed as he entered
Uie office, "Come here and help
me pick out some good photos of
TALK
the football game.
You
remember what happened, don't
you? Eastern versus Western.
i
We quit and left the field during
the third quarter and three
downs later Western scored."
"Sorry, but I was must
leaving," Craig stood up."
"I just received a complaint,"
the feature editor told Yawn
Conley.
"What complaint?"
"Someone said this paper was
dull, witless, and poorly writ-,
ten."
"Who slid that?"

All-American for book
The Milestone, Eastern's
yearbook, has once again earned
the highest honor given by the
Associated Collegiate Press—the
All-American award—for last
year's book.
At the beginningof the year, we
can recall Editor Bill Sawyer,
who has since graduated,'saying
that he wanted to put )ut the best
Milestone yet. And it looks as if
his wish has come true.
Sawyer and his two right hand
workers, Linda Mittel and Rick
Alllen, who've also graduated,
worked many days, and many,
many nights with their staff in
order to give Eastern a book that
would be a good reflection of
campus life in general, a book
worthy of the 50th anniversary of

TO IT l CAMT
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"Without low tuition many
middle income students would be
forced to assume long term loans
and begin their adult lives with
debt. A burden which would not
be placed on those students
from wealthier families and in
some cases students from poor
families.

1973 Milestone staff earns

Feiffer

\

"Experience with student
financial aid programs has
shown that they are underfinanced and dependent upon
the shifting political priorities of
bureaucrats, Congressional
committees, and commercial
lenders. Students who depend''
upon financial aid for their
college education find themselves involved in an often
tragically losing waiting game.

i me me
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"Gosh! A paper nof'even a
mother could love," Yawn said,
but went on with her duties,
which included firing the feature
editor.
A popular form of gambling at
Eastern, similar to the slot
machines >f Vegas, is the playing

of phones and refreshment
machines.
>
If you should ever pass by a*
Coke machine or a pay phone
and suddenly get the urge to
gamble (which is precisely what
you are doing when you use a
machine on campus), you need
to know certain rules and odds in
order to come away a winner.
First off, remember that in
playing these machines, the odds
greatly favor the house, Unless
the machine is working right, the
odds are always heavily stacked
against you, the gambler.
The odds down as follows;
Coke machine bets pay differntly, according to the
machine, Most of them pay 2 to
1, but the house percentage is
great, and many gambling
degenerate is sent into
bankruptcy because he is
deceived by the odds.
Potato chip machines should not
be used to gamble. They rarely
pay off except with the item you
choose. And usually they work
better than the other machines.
Everyone
plays
the
telephones.
Part of the
American Dream is to get your
dime back after the call. The
odds are even on phones, and
they pay off more frequently
than the other machines.
Better yet, if you get the urge
to use a machine, go off campus.
You'll have more luck.
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'Mass' magazines: victims of specialization
The news came quietly last
week that the ninety-seven year
old McCall's magazine had been
sold by the Norton Simon
Company for an estimated ten
million dollars. In announcing
the sale, Norton Simon Co. said

that McCall's was getting old
and had reached the end of it's
usefulness to the parent company.
The actual announcement, by
a company executive .-went like
this: "McCall's was a mass

magazine with an older
readership and without a lot of
upgrowth potential. That's not
what we have in mind for our
companies."
Redbook magazine, also a
subsidiary of Norton Simon, is

for sale, too. And although not
officially stated, the reason is
surely the same as for the sale of
McCall's.
I keep reminding myself that
McCall's was sold, not
liquidated.
The new owner

Albee drama loses 'little of its gutsy bite'
BY JERRY PARKS
Staff Writer

t

Edward
Albee's muchdiscussed and criticized Whose
Afraid of Virginia Wool/
narrowly missed receiving the
coveted Pulitzer Prize for
Literature in 1962.
Albee's less-dynamic, but
equally criticized A Delicate
Balance
did receive the
award in 1967, and became one of
the more canvassed plays of the
60's.
Last week, under the
creditable direction of Dr.
Robert Sporre, Albee's painfully
accurate depiction of our
society's dilemma was brought
to the stage, and lost little of the
gusty bite that has made it one of
the most poignant portraits of
human frustration of our time.
The delicate balance centers
around
a
well-appointed
suburban house-hold where
symbiosis is more often an exception rather than a rule.
Agnes (Dianne Curtis) and
Tobias (Phil Stewart) are the
over-educated,
over-verbal
helplessly selfish couple whose
primary guilt lies in the schism
of an awkward imbalance between thought and action. Tobias
is the predictable, frustrated
daddy-image whose lack of
commitment is his only security.

We question his masculinity,
but we must sympathize with his
peculiar mode of loneliness
which isolates him from the very
essence of his existence He
becomes a slave to his own
inadequacies, and we -listen
vacilliously as he fumbles to
draw a parallel between the
death of his son and the murder
of his cat.
Tobias, who is the natural rule
of things by which he lives,
discovers that there is no order
in his kingdom.
Agnes is the neurotic motherfigure whose timely visions of
going mad put her on the brink of
schizophrenia.
While she
speculates that this occurance
might take place "on any day
some autumn" we realize that
this is frightningly close to the
setting in which the play is introduced.
We watch pensively as she
bleeds in the anguish of a
somehow, understandable selfpity, while rolling through the
addendums of her "what a
mother should be" speech. The
atmosphere basks in irony.
It is Agnes's sister Claire
(Paula Moscinski) however, who
best mirrors the consensual
feelings of alienation shared by
each character from the other.
The feelings of alienation shared
by each character from, the

other. The feeling that so vividly
depicts the theme of the play-a
failure to establish the importance of human contact...of
human love.
It is the existentialistic Claire
who turns from being a mistress
to Tobias, to alcohol, in an effort
to become an accepted faction
within the framework of the
delicate balance.
And then there is Julia (Carol
Howard) , the high-strung
"everymother's
daughter"
whose attempts at four husbands
fail, bringing her "on clockwork
trips home from the wars, with a
coffee pot in one hand, and a gun
in the other".
Julia, perhaps most intensely
strives to penetrate the fear of
this American society...the fear
of alienation and isolation. And
it is this very fear that envelopes
her as she comes home to find
that her room is being occupied
by "best friends" Harry (Bob
Butler) and Edna (Vicki Wolfe).
They reek paranoia, and lend the
play an aura of surrealism.
Are Harry and Edna really the
"neighbors next door" who have
become frightened by something
we are only told was "awful",
and decided they must move in?
Or is this dilemma of friendship
versus co-existence merely an
expression of the suppressed
fears perhaps, of Agnes and
Tobias?

More likely, they are that part
of Everyman's life which he
becomes afraid to acknowledge.
They represent a "disease" a
"terror" that merely serves to
complicate this now tangled
imbalance, so throroughly
evolved at this point, that we at
last become aware that Edna
and Agnes are one; their "lives
are the same".
Finally Tobias realizes that
Harry and Edna must remain;
they have become a part of the
"balance." "Rights earn rights"
notes Tobias, "...and you would'
do the same for us". But Harry
and Edna are gone.
Mention should be made not
only of the superior performances of characterization
throughout the play, but also of
the scenery and lighting design
headed by George Robinson, and
the costume and construction
work under the direction of Mary
Ann Walsh.
If in fact there was a flaw
within the play, it might be in the
lack of dramatic pauses that
perhaps
might
have
strengthened the effect of
countless moments which we
wished to savor an instant
longer.
Nevertheless, as an
audience, we were left wellsatisfied, and perhaps in more
question of ourselves as to our
relationship in the web of coexistence.

probably has every intention of
making a go of it, but I can't help
thinking that the magazine has
received the pre-mortem
prognosis, if you will. In other
words, McCall's is dying. Norton
Simon realized that fact and got
rid of the body before it became
a corpse.
In ways the sale is reminiscent
of the end of Life magazine
almost a year ago. Citing rising
costs, drops in ad revenues,
increases in postal rates and
above all television, the
publishers and executives of the
Luce empire carved Life's
tombstone amid the graves of
other mass-circulation weeklies,
Look magazine and Saturday
Evening Post. One can't help
wondering whether McCall's will
be far behind.
All of these magazines died or
are dying as the result of what
Newsweek referred to as "a
lethal change of ecology." The
society that they were born intois
no longer the naieve,impressionable society that it once
was. Something very damatic
has happened over the last
twenty-five years and it is only
now that we begin to feel the
effects of it.
Tommy Thompson, a former
Life writer, saw the problem:
"We lost our focus. We didn't
know who we were writing to. We
continued to try to put out a mass
magazine when America was not
'mass' any more but divergent
groups of specialized interests."
Because of technology,
because of television or
whatever one chooses to blame it
on, we have brought about the
death of the mass magazine.
Look, Life and the Saturday
Evening Post. They were all
good magazines. In their pages

one could find some of the best
photography anywhere, news
items and features about interesting people and places,
fiction by some of America's
best writers and always that!
attitude one could feel, that spirit
of go anywhere do anything so
the average man could read
about it and look at it in color.
Now if we want news we must
buy a magazine that is strictly
news. If we want humor we must
buy something degenerate like
the Lampoon. And on down the
line. A different magazine for
every topic. And even if you put
them all together, something
still is lacking. A sensation, a
feeling of happening. Sometimes now you think you've found it„
but then you know it's gone.
Perhaps it was America's''enchantment with herself and
the rest of the world. Now that
we have conquered space and
could easily conquer ourselves,
there is no more mystery, no
more challange. And we no
longer need magazines and a
journalism that reflect that'
mystery, that challenge.
If that is the case then bid sad'
adieu to McCall's and all those
other magazines that taught us ,
how and told us why. And draw a
sigh not only for the absence' of »
Life but also for what sometimes'
seems to be the absence of life
itself.

Concert slated

•■•

The University Chamber Wind „
Ensemble will present a concert •.of 18th century works tonight at 8 •
p.m. The ensemble will perform
in Edwards Auditorium at Model
Laboratory School under the)
direction of Carl Daehler, in-.
structor of music.
;.-!
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COMPLETE
CATALOGES AVAILABILE

WALLACE'S BOOKSTORE
295 SOUTH SECOND ST

MON.- FRI. 9-8

SAT. 10 - 6
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Academic tutoring

GROWTH offers help for local students
An organization was founded Community Room, Telford
in 1969 to offer tutorial help to Center, Race Street Community
Richmond students needing Center, or the Care Center.
help. Called
GROWTH - "This does not mean, however,
Greater Richmond Opportunity that if it is more convenient to
for Wider Tutorial Help- —the meet somewhere else the
organization is oriented to students cannot do so.
students who, for various
reasons, need help in some
The bi-weekly meetings are
academic subject, such as math usually after school from 3:30
p.m. to 5:30 p.m. Rides are
or reading.
provided if needed. Hopefully,
The tutors
meet twice a the student to teacher ratio will
week with their students at any be one to one. It is more simple
one of four places picked by the this way and allows greater
organization-Robinson Terrace freedom.
This depends,

SELF SERVICE
.AUNDRY & DRY CLEANING
SAVE 50 percent or MORE
ON YOUR DRY CLEANING
10 lb. for 12.50
Use our new steam cabinet
FREE •
HIGHLANDER LAUNDRY
Geri Lane

THORNBERRY'S
SUPER VALUE

however, on how many Eastern
students join the program.
Dr. Nordgulen, chaplain of
the Meditation Chapel, in a
recent news release concerning
GROWTH,
said,
"'The
GROWTH board has met with
the officials of the Richmond
schools and are very much
encouraged by their response to
this needed program.
All
students who are committed to
the need for assisting the local
community while they are going
to Eastern will find a challenge
in meeting and helping one
student twice a week. If you are
one of those who will commit
yourself to the on going
program of educational tutoring

t—f^^o/^^j'

This Is The Final Week

I
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National Research Council

The National Research
Council
announces
the
Research Associateship
programs for 1974.
These
programs provide scientists
and engineers with opportunities for postdoctoral
research on problems in the
fields of Chemistry - Space
Sciences
Physics
Atomospheric and Earth
Sciences - Engineering - Life
Sciences - and Mathmatics.
Applications must be postmarked by January 15, 1974.
For

Childhood

Education
All those interested in a story
telling hour and the city library
are urged to attend a workshop
meeting Thursday, Oct. 11, at
6:30 in Combs 219. Any new
members are welcome.
Women's Interdorm
The Women's Interdorm will
meet Wednesday, Oct. 17 at 5:45
in Conference Room A. All
presidents and interdorm
representatives should be
present.
Crisis Wants To Help
Did you ever feel like you had
no where else to go or no one
else to turn to. Crisis will listen.
Concerned students are there to
listen, rap and give information
on where to get help to solve
problem. Hours are 5 p.m. - 1
a.m. Sunday; 8 a.m. - 1 a.m.
Tuesday through Friday, call
(2241).
Rapid Reading - Study Skills
Do you feel you need to
upgrade your study methods,
vocabulary and reading skills?
An opportunity to increase
these skills will be made
availlable Oct. 15 and 16. II is
the second series of GSL 111
session. It is a 7-week 1-credit

hour course. Class cards are
available in Combs 107.

culled - unculled

sues.. 5-13

7
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Novelty Sweaters

88

Z}

lylake your move. Get
into Pedwin's bump
toe oxford. It stands tall
on a light, but tough,
Triton"' sole and heel.
And it goes great with
flares or baggies.

21.99

"Night Club" Entertainment
A "Night Club" evening of
entertainment, hosted by
Commonwealth Hall, will begin
at 9 p.m. tomorrow night and
last until midnight. The entertainment will be provided by
a jazz group on the 2nd floor
lounge of the dorm.

Black Kid !
Black Pat

styles sizes... MM.

8.

5

Body Suits
lonisletve. 3 snap
crotch sizes

S-M-L

88

Knit Tops

4

polyester or acrylics
tops S-M-t.

i»

Attention Organization
Presidents
Organization presidents who
have not received Milestone
contracts for space in the 1974
Milestone can pick up a contract in the Division of Public
Information, third floor, Jones
Building. Organization
photographs are scheduled for
Oct. 16, 17, 18, so it is-important
that these contracts be comoleted as soon as possible.

"Figure On Banking With Us"
TWO CONVlNltNT 10CAWNS-

- MAIN SME1 i BIG Hill AVtNUt

I

Reg. 3.95

NOW

3.59

II

Reg 4.50

NOW

3.95

ONE WEEK AT

All You Can Eat!
$144

on

THE GIFT BOX
Located Next To Baskin- Robbins Ice Cream
In The New University Shopping Center

t-»

OPEN MS.. 10 10 SUNDAY IK)

■UOCYIMDPOMMVB

Yes, Chicken, Fish or Clam

GO
EKU

UinriCrS

wi M mar

T0WINJE CINEMA

Slaw. Roll and Butter

or

Italian Spaghetti

*

Portions ****

Bradford House will be serving these dinner specials]
Saturdaj 11:30 «IJI,.-9 p.m. and Sunday 12:30 p.m.-4:30 p.m.
'M

FOXFIRE

SATURDAY and
SUNDAY ONLY!

*

/

Hi

STATS BMIK mm
WITT C©»AW

Wesley Foundation
The Wesley Foundation is
sponsoring a concert tomorrow
evening at 8 p.m. Cost will be
50c and everyone is invited
down.

Veteran's Club
The weekly meeting of the
Veteran's Club will be at 6 p.m.
this evening in the Grise Room.
Graduate Students
Graduate Students, who will
be candidates for graduation in
December must apply in the
Graduate School Office 1st
Floor Jones, by Oct. 15. Candidates for May, 1974, degrees
must apply before the end of the
current semester.

Lasansky. The Bucknell University professor
presently has an exibition of his work on display
in the Cammack Gallery.

:

Your Choice of Any $ 144
of the Dinners
4 You Can Eat ,£jgg. ggt

UNIVERSITY SMOffING CENTER

MM

Alice Stavitaki, a junior from Charlottsville,
Virginia, sits in her construction sculpture class
contemplating a statue sculpted by William

With Tossed Salad, Choice of Dressing. Roll and Butter

ORIGINALLY 8.
.*

Casual observer

Brown
Brown

slipovers and lonjsletve

ORIGINALLY

A limited number of the 1973
Milestone, which recently
received the AU-American
honor rating, are available for
purchase. Individuals may pay
$7.50 at the Coates Cashier's
Window and present the receipt
for the book at the Division of
Public Information, third floor,
Jones Building.

Circle K
The EKU Circle K Club meets
at 6 p.m.every Monday in
Wallace 342.
Everyone interested in campus and community involvement is invited
to attend.

xW'O

plaid* in assorted fabrics

Cycling Championship

The Kentucky Intercollegiate
Cycling Championships will be
held here Saturday beginning at
8 a.m. at the Alumni Coliseum.

Senior Class
A general meeting of the
Senior Class will be held this
War in the Middle East: Arabs
evening at 6 p.m. in Room B of
vs. Israelis
the Powell Building.
EKU Student Council on
Homecoming Dance
International Relations and
Livingston Road will provide United Nations Affairs will
the music for the Homecoming present a round table discussion
dance to be held from 9 p.m. -1 on the Middle East Conflict at
a.m. Friday in the ballroom of 7:00 P.M. October 17. Wed. in
the Keen Johnson Building.
Rm. 345, Wallace. The guest
Admission is $3 for couples and speakers are
Dr. Cecil
$2 for singles.
Orchard (EKU), Dr. Abdul
Rifai (Berea College) and Prf.
Homecoming Concert
Joel Roitmen.
Tickets are available tor the
Do you like to know causes,
yearly Homecoming Concert.
development, probelms and
This year, featured groups and prospects of the Arab-Israeli
singles appearing will Jay and conflict?
the Americans, Coaster,
All interested students,
Dovells, Danny and the Juniors, faculty and public are welcome
Taxi, Five Satins, and Bobby to attend the meeting.
Lewis. The cost is $2 in advance
for full-time EKU students and Limited Number of Milestones
Available
$4 at the door and for all others.

ORIGINALLY 13.

Trouser Pants

ning.
Concerning
the
organization, he said, "It is a
much needed organization, and
it does bring results. I was
informed by several principals
of students participating in the
program who passed their
grades. What is remarkable
about this is the fact that these
are stidents who would not
have normally have passeu.
He added, "I think the fact that
several principals asked that
their schools participate in the
program shows the relevance
and need for this organization. I
urge all students to join. The
satisfaction derived from
helping these students cannot
be over-emphasized "

The organizations scene...

Association

UNIVERSITY
CENTER

for local school children, then
we invite you to join us."
Although the program has
been in existence for four years
it has accomplished little
because of lack of Eastern
student support. A better year
is anticipated, however. How
well the organization does
depends on the students. The
religious groups on campus are
backing the program this year
and increased advertising is
hoped to make students more
aware of the need for this
organization in Richmond.
Donald Scott, associate
minister of the First Christian
Church in town, has been with
the program since the begin-

Grants Bradford HouafJ Restaurant
Eastern By-Pass and ij£ 25

Richmond Plaza Shopping Center
Richmond. Kentucky

2 Action Packed
Hits On One Program!
Week Nights
at 7:40
Sat & Sun. at
1:30 and 7:4o(

Week Nights
at 9:10
Sat & Sun. at
3:00 and 9:10

%CUNT
E A§ TWO 01

CLINT
EASTWOOD
JOE
KIDD
If Your
Looking For,
TroubleHe's Joe
Kidd

|K

NOW
(SHOWING!

OMih
DOUBLE
BMREUED
EASTWOOB
ACTION!

, DRIFTS
They'll R.
LNever Forget
,The Day He
[Drifted In
To Town

I
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An ordinary guy...

Harry Chopin grew up with music
BY DEL.MA FRANCIS
Managing Editor-News
Sauntering in and draping
himself on the table, with the
ease of one greeting old friends,
singer-composer Harry Chapin
described himself as having
been a member of a musical
family.
"My old man was a jazz
musician during the heyday of
jazz in the '40's.
I started
playing the trumpet at seven,
but in my teens I discovered
that girls like guitar players
better."
After attending and resigning
from the Air Force Aeademy,
Chapin
studied
ar chitecture for a year and a
half and then philosophy for a
short while. Between 1965 and
1971 he worked in over 300 films
in various capacities and wrote
music as a hobby. In 1969,
Chapin wrote and directed a
feature documentary,
"Legendary
Champions,"
which won at the New York and
Atlanta Film Festivals; it was
also nominated for an Academy
Award.

Jim Shepherd Photo

With shades of Annie Oakley,
Bettnia Bentley eyes her target.
A
senior home economics
major, she is a departure from
the taaditional spic and span
homemaker in a crisp white
apron, whose entire life
revolves around the kitchen and

other domestic activities.
Bettnia, unlike her rommate,
Maryellen Hume, is not a born
schooter. She had to work at it,
cheered on by the male
members of the rifle team.
Bettnia plans to continue
competition after graduation.

"I started writing long story
songs in 1970," said Chapin,
"and couldn't find anyone dumb
enough to sing 'em, so I started
thinking about doing it myself.
In the summer of '71, my
brothers and I put together a
group but couldn't find anybody
to hire us."
"We rented the Village Gate
in New York City and ran our
own nightclub, with wives and
girlfriends taking tickets."
Chapin added, "Whenever we

heard a newspaper reviewer of
a record company was coming
down, we'd call up friends and
relatives to stack the audience.
Gradually we got some good
reviews and by the end of that
summer I was full-fledged back
into music."
As a result of their nightclub
venture, Chapin and his
brothers "had about eight
record companies in a sort of
bidding war for us." They went
with Electra and their first
single, released in '72, was
"Taxi."
Chapin emphasized that you
must write about what you
know about . He wrote "Taxi"
in 1970 when a recession hit the
film industry. With not much
work available and a wife and
children to support, he applied
for a hack cab license. About
this time,
he
"heard thai
an old girlfriend had married a
rich guy instead of becoming an
actress. We'd always talked
about our dreams," he said. "I
was going to become a pilot and
she was going to be an actress."
"I figured some night I'd be
driving the cab, she'd get in and
she'd be acting like she was
happy and there I'd be 'flying'
in my taxi. The irony would be
in having our dreams come true
opposite ways."

the cab, he got three film jobs.
"It's interesting how life works
out. Some of the theoretically
lowest times often end up being
a turning point if you react
positively," he said.
Chapin did admit that the
drug traffic is filtering into the
music industry.
"Coke
(cocaine) is the in drug," he
said. "To get a record played,
some record companies pass it
around. The Top 40 is clean but
it's super bad in black radio
stations. That happens to be the
area where the stuff is going on
because of economic reasons."
Chapin explained that even
the top black disc jockeys, in
New York especially, are paid
such low salaries that they
"make it up by taking money on
the side."
Many cf Chapin s songs deal
with melancholy subjects. He
disclosed that his -moods do
influence his writing.
"I'm
usually a fairly happy guy. I
came out of a big, rather
roistering family. It was like a
full-fledged group therapy
session. We were always giving
each other feedback. But there

According to Bettnia Jo
Bentley, a good shooter is not
born, but made.
"It takes practice," she said.
"And more than just practice,
you have to listen to what other
people say; people who know
how to shoot."
But for
Maryellen Hume that old saying
is only half true.
"I agree mostly, but I think no
matter how much some people
practice they will never be able
to shoot well. A lot of it is due to
body build. You are born with
those characteristics."
Both women are members of
the ROTC rifle team, the
Bullshooters.
Both have
separate reasons for joining.
Bettnia, who is called Tina by
her associates, is a slim dark
haired senior home economics
education
major
from
Kaceland. She fires on the team
because she is on an athletic
scholarship.
It was not an easy sport for
Tina, who "did everything
wrong." she says, when she
first tried to shoot.
"I went to the rifle range one
day in my sophomore year to
see about a ride. One of my
friends was on the rifle team. I
asked him if I could shoot and
he said yes. My roommate was
with me and she thought it
sounded like fun. too."
So both women tried out for
the team. Tinas roommate was
the born shooter. Tina, through
hard work and practice, made
it.

Her rise from the girl who did
nothing right to a regular
member of the team she attributes to her late coach,
Sergeant First Class Carl J.
I lam hi i n He was a man who
Tina says, "made us stick with
it."
Tina stuck with it until she
now
is an accepted part of
the team with an average of 270
of a possible 300 points. Last
year she practiced two or three
hours a day, five days a week.
She does not practice that much
this year because of her student
teaching job in Lexington.
Practice consists of firing live
ammunition, dry firing (pulling
the trigger without any ammunition in the gun), and
breathing, which is a problem
for Tina.
"That is the problem I have. I
hold my breath too long. When
you hold your breath after eight
to ten seconds, you get shakey."
Maryellen is a junior law
enforcement major from
Jacksonville, Fla. who joined
the team becau se of her interest in firearms .
"I was interested in pistols
because that more or less
comes along with law enforcement. But Eastern doesn't
have any pistol facilities and I
was just interested in shooting
something at the time." She
went to the range in March of
"73 and has since shot with the
team in numerous matches.
She has a 260 average, and
practices 12 to 16 hours a week.
The male members of the
team treat the women like part
of the family. That they do not

resent the presence of the
women can be attributed to the
closeness of the team.
A closeness difficult to
describe in words; made more
difficult due to the fact that
winning a match is more an
individual effort than a group
one because the top 4 or 5 scores
are totaled to obtain the team
score. Tina best conveyed the
feeling.
"Our rifle team is different
than most. We are real close.
We all like each other and are
all good friends.
We get
together and have parties. We
just loaf together a lot, and we
have more team spirit than
most rifle teams."
The men try to help the
women. They help them carry
their heavy rifle cases. They
are kind and thoughtful toward
them. They joke with them
when they fire badly (but in a
brotherly way), and praise
them highly when their scores
are good.

BOOKS

Chapin stressed, "I'm not a
druggie, but I had to
graphically illustrate the guy in
"Taxi" that way to get the point
across-even though it doesn't
reflect my viewpoint," Chapin
said. The story of "Taxi" never
really happened. She never
rode in his cab because the day
he was supposed to start driving

In the competition men and
women are not separated.
When the women outscore their
male opponents, "their egos are
not destroyed," says Maryellen.
"But at times they won't even
speak to us," said Tina.

muscles to align the rifle.
Muscular shooters make two
mistakes that should be
avoided.
"If you have muscles and are
tight when you hold the gun, you
have a tendency to shake it,"
says Maryellen. When you pull
the trigger you have a tendency
to jerk it. The idea with the rifle'
is just to support is gently
without tensing your muscles.
That's why girls have a tendency to do better^.
Both women's future plans
concerning further rifle competition are uncertain at this
time. Although both would like
to continue with the sport, there
are certain factors to be considered. For Tina there is the
fact that she does not own a rifle
of her own. Also rifle competition is expensive.

WIDF SELECTION

used books of all types

THE PAPER BACK EXCHANGE
At The Tax Sign
228 W. IRVINE STREET
RICHMOND
HOURS! 1-6 M-Fri 10-4 Sat.

;

■
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Chapin left the film industry
to go back into music because,
"I was trying to move into
feature films, and around '70
and 71, even lop-notch directors weren't getting jobs.
He named Paul Williams,
Mick Jagger and Alice Cooper
as some of the more interesting
music personalities today.
"Williams writes beautiful love
ballads, in the sense that he's
very controlled and knows what
he's doing. Mick Jagger is a
compelling performer, and
even Alice Cooper has put
together an interestingly
outrageous persona.

Bisotti's

Home of
the
Big Brother

THE
Fresh

Specialist*?. ut M"«* Pewwuj. fueucfjt Hawaii*,
Vkwumbi**, art ait pkwu •**<"* «*« l« §■*•
awl qhb
EDDIE WRAY
DELORES HARRIS

Strawberry

JEFF BRIDGES,
VALORIE PERRINE,
GERALDINE FITZGERALD

Pie

CONNIE JAMES
RICHARD MCDONALD

Off Eastern By-Pass

Open 6 a.m. to 12 p.m.

623-3651

JIM CROCE SING
" I GOT A NAME"
fn. I Sat
CHILDREN
UNDER 12—50«
ADULTS.......75'
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PANOLA MOTORCYCLE RACEWAY
PRESENTS FLATRACK RACES SUNDAY AFTERNOON

Maryellen plans to accept a
commission in the Army. She
hopes to work within the
military police field. She needs
to improve more on her
shooting to compete in the
army, and being a junior gives
her time to do that.
'

like that. I only sing them
among friends because they've
got obvious weaknesses. What
any sort of writer owes to
composition is to make it have
as much internal integrity as
possible."
According to Chapin, his best
audiences are between the ages
of 18 and 30. "1 feel that music
should not be propaganda for
any certain point of view," he
stated. "I would like to think I
can affect the hard hat, grandmother, married couple, hippie
and teenybopper. "I thing good
music or any kind of art should
be what I call sensitizingcreating a climate for understanding people of all types.
Maybe its the ultimate sense of
ego, but I would like to think my
music will stand the test of
time."
Chapin said the ingredients
for a good singer today have
nothing to,do with voice.

Restaurant

Bettnia Bentley 'shoots 'em up'
BY GEORGE BUCHANAN
Staff Writer

are times when I feel down," he
said, "aware of loneliness."
"Those are the times when I
end up doing a lot of my writing.
The most important times are
when you have negative
momentum going downhill and
you're able to make a positive
synthesis out of something
about that."
"The great thing about song
writing," said Chapin, "is that
you can do it almost anywhere,
because it's a more contained
form. I do believe very strongly
in editing and changing around.
1 usually go through fertile
periods and fallow periods, but
the fallow periods are equally
important since the grains of
ideas sort of get shifted around
and they all come bursting out."
He compared a good song to a
well brought-up child, in the
sense that the child reflects
some of the good things about
his parent, but has his own
personality and can survive in
the world on its own.
"A badly brought-up child,"
said Chapin, "always needs his
parent around to protect him. I
have some black sheep songs

GATES OPEN

11:00 A.M.

RACES START

2:00 P. M.

OCTOBER 14
FEATURING TOP RIDERS IN COUNTRY
6 MILES OUT IRVINE RD . TURN RIGHT
FOLLOW SIGNS TO PANOLA RACE TRACK

FOR INFORMATION CALL

EARLS SUZUKI

623-9295

PANTS. PANTS, PANTS,
Ladies' fashion pants
$10 and up. Choose your
styles. We've got woven
texturized polyesters,
polyester knits, cotton
brushed denim. Pants with
cuffs, with stitched
creases, wide leg, and
more. In all the
wanted colors for a
fashionable Fall
In junior and misses
sizes.
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Are women better sharpshooters than men? Both Tina
and Maryellen think so. The
reason is that women know little
about the sport and therefore
have few bad habits which need
to be corrected.

Shop Every
Fri. Night
Until 9:00

By not being as muscular as
men. women do not use their

B
AA-AMH! STARVATION! HUNGER PAINS! STOMACH ^tj7
; WISH A R?ESH-CRU*T£P, THICK CHEESEP, EXTRA SAUCY PIZZA
WOULP APPEAR RIGHT BEFORE MY VERY EYES.'"

IN CASE OF SUCH EMERGENCY, CALL 623 2264.
WE'LL RUSH YOUR WISH RIGHT OUT TO YOU.
"°PF it" /PIZZA Value 3.85,or over
-Coupon Good Thru October 17

-_.

J

623-2264

tVe-MM .

Tired of t^p routine? Take a'break at McDonalds. _.
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EASTERN BY-PASS
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We know what you're looking for.
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Eastern wins on
McCarthy passes
late in game

SPORTS
DCMNRST
•Y PAT WILSON

I

-X

SPORTS EDITOR

Away games are not neglected
In order to clear up the mess in which people feel
our cheerleaders don't go to enough away games, I
spoke to their sponsor, Paul Motley, a physical
education instructor at Eastern. One thing is for
certain according to Motley, "The girls want to go.
They are very spirited and feel they can add support to the team. But there are two primary factors: 1) our budget won't allow to many trips and
2) there should be a crowd for the girls to lead."
Motley is absolutely right. If the cheerleaders
went to away games such as Murray, Indiana (Pa.)
and Middle Tenn., etc., there would not be many
people from Eastern and the girls primary function
is to lead cheers. .
Motley also says, "What we need is no trouble, a
successful year without problems and perhaps we
can have more away trips planned into our budget.
One idea he is working on is for the girls to travel in
conjunction with the marching band which would
be much cheaper.
Many people might think that the girls should be
allowed to go when they are willing to pay for it
themselves. But,"we have to go as a group for
liability and insurance purposes," says Motley.
Therefore if the girls went to a game on their own
and had an accident, the insurance wouldn't cover
them.
Right now Morehead and Western are always
automatic for the girls to travel to in basketball and
foot tall, both. Also in roundball
they are
planning to cheer the Colonels on in the tournament
in Louisville and the game at Marshall.
This year Eastern is lucky to one of the most
enthusiastic groups of cheerleaders we have every
had and a very efficient sponsor despite inexperience on both parts. Only two girls were on the
squad last year (co-captains, Margeurite Irvine
and Kathi Jones ). This is also Motley's first year.
So those of you who don't know, now you do. It is
not the cheerleaders fault that they don't go to
away games, it is not the sponsors fault, and it
isn't the university's fault because it isn't worth
the cost if no fans are going to be there. That leaves
only one possibility, if you want to see the
cheerleaders at more away games then you'll have
to go yourself and then the university will realize
they need to send the girls.
Congratulations must go to Larry Myers
(president of the EKU bike club), and director of
intramurals, Wayne Jennings who have worked
hard to the first annual Kentucky Collegiate
Bicycling Championship which will be run on a 55
mile course this Saturday. Myers is on the EKU
team which will also include Ky. state champ Tom
Knight, Jim Holloway, Le Maur Roberts, Jeff
Noyes and Howard Williams.

V
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BY PAT WILSON
Thomas blocked the punt for.
Sports Editor
Eastern and recovered it on the
After one of the most exciting MTSU 45 yard line to set up
affairs of the season Jeff McCarthy's 27 yard bomb to
McCarthy connected with Boyd to bring the score to 28-27
freshman ElmoBoyd for a last in favor of Middle Tennessee.
minute touch down to defeat
The Colonels then lined up
Middle Tennessee State 29-28 at and instead of going for the kick
Murfreesboro Saturday night. Coach Kidd elected to go for the
Coach Roy Kidd's Colonels victory and it payed off with
jumped out to a quick 21-0 lead McCarthy hitting Revere for the
early in the 2nd quarter but the two-point conversion and a
Blue Raiders slowly fought Colonels 29-28 win. The victory
back later. On the second play brings Eastern to 4-1 overall
of the game the Blue Raider and 2-1 in the OVC.
quarterback Bob Rodenbeck
Senior tailback
Alfred
fumbled and Eastern's Ron Thompson led all rushers in the
Campbell jumped on it to give game with 151 yards in 23
the Colonels the ball on the carries and also scored two
Middle 27 yard line.
touchdowns on runs of 52 and
Six plays later Thompson ran four yards. He has now gained
it over from the four yard line. 620 yards this season and scored
Later in the first quarter John six TD's.
Revere returned a Mike Shawen
Boyd, a freshman from
punt 17 yards to the EKU 38. Dayton, Ohio, caught five
After two plays, Thompson went passes for 81 yards and one
off tackle on a counter for 50 touchdown. However, Kelley
yards and a TD. Jim DeFranco suffered a severe knee injury
added his second PAT of the and had to undergo an operation
game and the Colonels had a 14- which will cost him to be lost for
0 lead.
the remainder of the season.
On the first series of the
second quarter Eastern fresh- Roundball practice
man Jerome Kelley directed a
starts Monday
long drive and then went in on a
The Eastern basketball team
13 yard keeper play and
will be holding tryouts at 7:00
Eastern had a comfortable 21-0
ALFRED THOMPSON (above photo) is hit while making a gain
Monday night in Alumni
margin.
against Middle Tennessee last Saturday night. This photo is not
Coliseum.
Anyone
interested
in
Or was it comfortable?
out of phocus but is actually a very exciting shot. Thompson is
trying out should provide their
MTSU took the kickoff and
stillwhile the other players are moving rapidly. A slow-shudder
own equipment. If anyone has
marched 65 yards in nine plays
speed was used to highlight the action. In the photo at the left
any questions,
contact
with Dwaine Copeland going the
Thompson moves upfield on a ldng gainer. He gained 155 yards
assistant Bill Fultz.
last 15 yards on sweep and
in 23 carries to lead the Colonels.
Archie Arrington adding the
PAT to make 21-7 at the half.
A big break for the Blue
Raiders occured when Jay
Graham of Eastern tried to field
a 58 yard punt of Shawen's and
fumbled it i.e. into the endzone
attack featuring the passing of of the defense. Tackles Tim
BVBILLSTAPLETON
and Scott Winfree recovered for
hometown boy Danny Walker, a Prince and Scott Hewett are
Staff Writer
MTSU. That brought Coach
Eastern's
Colonels,
fresh
redshirt last year. This year's both under 230 but have the
Bill Peck's squad within seven
from a thrilling 29-28 victory team appears to be smaller quickness and experience to fill
with 5:03 left in the third
over Middle Tennessee State to than Pacer teams of the past, the jobs. John Porter (195) and
quarter.
Bubba Williams (221) should
make its record 3-1, will try up but the speed should be greater.
After a short Earl Cody punt
adequately
fill the defensive
their
record
to
5-1
against
the
And
the
speed
is
pretty
much
and a long return Middle had
Mike McConkey
University of Tennessee this adequate everywhere, in both end posts.
the ball on the Colonel 33 yard
Lloyd
Davenport,
and Hunter
Saturday
in
Richmond.
After
backfields,
and
at
linebacker.
line going into the final period
already disposing of the But perhaps the speed is most Carter will be the linebackers.
and Copeland again went on a
The defensive backfield will
University of Tennessee at* noticeable in the offensive line,
weep, this time for eight yards
Chattanooga in the season's which will be lead by center Ed be manned by free safety
and the tieing score.
opening game, the Colonels will Taylor, an all-star candidate.
Randy Giltner, cornerbacks
Eastern started a drive but
now do battle with the Flanking him will be lettermen Gary Guthrie and Steve Hay,
Jeff McCarthy fumbled on the
University of Tennessee at George Yeager, Johnny Wright, and strong safety Joe Bruner.
MTSU 42 and the Blue Raiders
Martin.
Although youth is dominant
and Stu Guthrie, along with Ailrecovered. Copeland went off
Martin,
which
fell
to
the
on
the Pacer squad, the exAmerican
junior
college
tackle three plays later and had
OVC's Murray State this past transfer Eddie Cox.
perience is still there. Plus
clear sailing to the end zone to
Saturday 21-10, will bring a
This line will be blocking for, Coach Carroll and his assistants
put Middle on top 28-21 with 9:59
veteran team to Richmond on other than Walker, speedy have conducted one of their
left.
Saturday. Head coach Robert Marvin West, the tailback. The most successful recruiting
The Blue Raiders go the ball
Carroll returns 28 lettermen fullback job could be split campaings even.
back after stopping
Eastern
Plenty of good seats still
plus a telented group of fresh- between Terrry Carter, High
on downs and moved the ball
remain for the UT-Martin game
men and sophomores and has Barbee, and others.
slowly but had to punt. Rich
The receivers should be a Saturday and for the other three
hopes of completely turning
around last year's dismal 1-9 bright spot, including flanker home games. Tickets may be
Grady Maddox, split end Chris purchased at the Athletic Ticket
record.
Carroll is making some Carroll, and tight end Jimmy Office in Alumni Coliseum
Monday through Friday from 8
changes in this year's Pacers, King.
Speed will also be the theme a.m.-4:30 p.m.
one of which is a new wide open

Meet Colonels Saturday

UT-M comes with speed

3RD ANNUAL

MIDNIGHT
MADNESS
SALE

Jim Sfctpfctrd photo

20%
OFF
ENTIRE
STORE

12-MIDNIGHT

GET YCftJR HOMECOMING OUTFIT AND SAVE
FBI* »J»$EES *0 'BE GIVEN AWAY

Harriers finish 6th

BAR-B-Q
PRE BOG COUNTY FAIR
Activities

THURSDAY, OCT. 11
FISH & GAME CLUB
:

4

o'clock til all is eaten.

'2- PER PERSON
Sponsored By BOG Gals

u.u.i.ui».u.ujgti

OCT. 16th

at IU invitational

Beef And Beverage

BYBILLSTAPLETON
Staff Writer
Eastern's cross country team
is finally making its move.
Coach Art Harvey's forces, who
have been in a mild slump
during the early part of the
season, had a fine snowing this
past weekend in the Indiana
University Invitational which
prompted Harvey to say,
"We're not disappointed a4 all.
We know now that we have

FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE

BETA 0MICR0N GAMMA
Presents Its 4th Annual

I0UNTY FAIR
8 Events
54 Trophies

Game Booths for all
FREE ADiniojfdf)

RID AY, OCTOBER 12 th

SPANISH HUT.

some potential."
The Colonels finished sixth
out of a field of 15 teams which
included powerhouses East
Tennessee State, Western
Kentucky, Indiana, and Kentucky. East Tennessee won
with 56 points. Following the
Bucs were Indiana, 61;
Western, 68; Kentucky, 115;
Northwestern, 122; Eastern,
130; and Air Force, 151.
Out of approximately 130
runners,
Eastern's
Dan
Maloney finished a very encouraging tenth. "We're very
pleased with Dan's performance," said Harvey. Other
placers from Eastern were:
Dan Matousch, 19th; Tom
Findley, 20th; Bill Sampson,
38; Tommy Smith, 47; Bob
Mpffett, who was picked as the
captain Of the week, 55th, and
Lee Gordon, 71st. "We're also
very pleased with Tommy
Smith," continued Harvey.
"He's showing some improvement at this stage of the
game."

Super Brazier Chill Dog
Fries
Ref.

!••
'
;'"
PALMER FIELD 2p.m.-7 p.m.

"We had our best week of
work all year," he said. "And
we ran tired and still got sixth."
The top two placers in the six
mile event were, strangely
enough, both foreigners, and
both from the OVC. The winner,
Nick Rose of Western Kentucky, is from England and ran
the course in 29.03, smashing
the previous course record of
30:26.6. The runner-up was Neil
Cusac from East Tennessee
State, the defending national
champion, who is from Ireland.
Incidentally, six of the first ten
were from the OVC. "We'll
have a harder time finishing
well in our own conference than
we would in any other," Harvey
said. "I don't think thai any
conference in the country is
tougher than ours. The OVC
could have five or six AilAmericans."
This weekend, Eastern will
travel to Morehead for a
triangular
meet
with
Morehead and Marshall,
beginning at 10:30.

$1.04

Small Coke

With Coupon 93*

DAIRY QUEEN

290 South 2nd Street

Moi.-Fri. 11-8 P.M. Sat. 10-6 p.m.

u

EASTERN BY-PASS.
FREE FRrE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE

T
t
\

—
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East Tennessee >here today

Hissom's charges zoom into first place
Ernie Pennington came on in
relief to get the final two outs
and gain a save. It was the
eighth save of Pennington's
career at EKU which tied the
record held by Billy Wells.
Dennis Brant collected three
hits in the winning cause while
freshman Steve Sturgill added a
pair of hits and two RBI. Dave
Theiler contributed a single and
double with Jay Fuffin and
Gary Williams each picking up
two hits and an RBI.
In the second game of the
afternoon Denny Barbour
hurled five innings and
registered his second victory of
the campaign as the Colonels
rolled over Berea 15-1.
Sophomore Mark Bugg pit-

ched the final two innings for Colonels posted a 6-2 first game Pinch hitter John Mullins
Eastern and didn't allow a run. victory.
followed by also drawing a walk
On Saturday Eastern posted
A combined pitching effort by to load the bases and al this
two of their most important Pete Dimas. Howie Ruesch and point Coach Hissom elected to
wins of the fall schedule as they Ernie Pennington guided send Larry Roesch to the plate
swept a double-header from Eastern to the sweep over to hit . Roesch also managed to
Tennessee Tech and moved into Tennessee Tech by a 5-4 draw a walk and Eastern had
a first place tie with Morehead margin.
scored what proved to be the
As in the first game Eastern winning run.
in the OVC east.
Craig Retzlaff took the mound struck in the first inning.this
Tech scored once in the top of
for the Colonels in the first time picking up two runs
the seventh but the Colonels
Mike Gentry led off with a held on for a 5-4 victory and a
game and went the distance
limiting Tech to just two runs on walk and stole second base.
first place to the Eastern
seven hits. Craig struck out Dave Theiler singled Gentry division of the OVC.
Eastern (ravelled lo Hunone batter, but the key to home and later in the inning
Retzlaff's success was his not was driven in himself by Steve tington W. Va. on Tuesday to
Sturgill.
tangle with Marshall (earn
issueing a base on balls.
Eastern added two more runs that went to the NCAA chamEastern jumped out in from in
The
the bottom off the first inning in the bottom of the fifth, but pionships last year.
scoring five runs with the help Tech had scored once in the Colonels losl two close games
fourth and added two more in to the Herd by scored of 4-2 and
of two Tech errors.
Dave Theiler hit his 20th the lop of the sixth to cut 3-2.
career home run in the bottom Eastern's lead to 4-3.
EKU will resume OVC play
of the second to provide the final
In the bottom of the sixth today as they meet Eastern
EKU run.
Steve Sturgill doubled with one division rival East Tennessee
After Garry Williams State in an important 1:00 p.m.
Tech picked up their two runs out.
in the top of the seventh but it popped out to second, John doubleheader at Turkey Hughe;
Teams and individuals from EKU campus.
Upon (he wasn't nearly enough as the Thomas drew a base on balls.
Field.
most every section of Kentucky completion of registration, the
are entered Saturday at riders will form behind the
Eastern Kentucky University in police escort vehicle and follow,
the first Kentucky Inter- for the first mile under
collegiate Cycling Cham- "neutralized" conditions until
pionships.
the field is safely clear of inIn this first year of com- to wn traffic.
Scoring will be based on the
petition, the championship will
be contested over 55 miles of distance-running cross-country
secondary roads in Madison style. The team with the lowest
County. The event will take score will be awarded first
place, regardless of weather place, next lowest-second place
conditions, with team and in- and this type scoring will follow
dividual trophies to be awarded through the number of teams
Saturday afternoon during the entered.
halftime festivities of the
Only the first four riders
Eastern-UT Martin football across the finish line for any one
game.
team will count toward that
However, to
Pre-race registration and the team's score.
issuing
of
identification qualify for team awards, each
numerals will begin at 8 a.m. in team must finish at least four of
front of Alumni Coliseum on the the original riders starting the
race. In case of ties in point
total, the position of each of the
involved team's fifth rider will
be noted to break the deadlock.
Awards will be presented to
the teams placing in the top
show their optimum skill and three positions and the first 10
play.
individuals to cross the finish
Failure by both opponents to line.
return the Eastern spikes led to
Entries will still be accepted
scores of 15-2 and 15-6 against up to the start of the race
110 S. S.cond Strut
623-5400
UK and 15-5 and 15-3~against Ky. Saturday morning.
State.
Joyce and Melody felt that
freshman Marcia Meuller did
well. "She was aggressive on
spike attack and covered her
area well," they commented.
Next Wednesday in Weaver,
the Eastern team will take on
the University of Dayton. The
girls are looking forward to a
victory since the UD team beat
them last year.
The girls also feel that the UD
hame will get them ready for
the challenge and competitiveness of the Memphis
tournament on Oct. 18.
i
"
Asbury.
Yesterday, at Berea the
soccer club upset Berea College
3-2 which was a scrimmage for
Ihe powerful Berea team. The
club's record is now 1-0-2.
,
BYKENPALEN
Staff Writer
A double-header sweep over
Tennessee Tech lost Saturday
vaulted Coach Jack Hissom's
baseball squad into a first place
tie with Morehead in the
Eastern division of the OVC.
Eastern also took a twin bill
from Berea by scores at 4-1 and
15-1, but dropped two close
games to Marshall on Tuesday
3-2 and 4-2 bring the Colonels
season record to 9-9-2.
Freshman Jeff Welch picked
up his first collegiate win in
Eastern's 4-1 victory over
Berea. Welch went six and one
third innings giving up just one
run on five hits while striking
out five.

Kentucky state bicycling
championship here

Donald W»ND»um pho'o

JOEY STEIER knocks a away pass intended for
a NADS reciever in intramural playoff action
Tuesday. Steier's UHFH squad didn't knock
enough passes away however and the NADS took

a 13-12 decision to stay alive in tourney compitition. They scored the final touchdown with 30
seconds left to come from behind and added the
extra point to take out the victory.

Playoffs, volleyball highlight IM's
BY SAM WHITE
SUff Writer
Playoff action was launched
this week, and several independent flag football teams
got off to a successful start. The
Tomatoes won over BSU, the
NAD's edged UHFH and ODT
defeated Hunter in first round
playoff contests. •
Barries Bunch, who posted
five victories against only one
defeat during regulation play,
won the recent Beta Theta Pi
flag football tournament and
Ihey drew a bye in first round
action.
Table
tennis
doubles
champions in both fraternity
and independent divisions were
established last week.
Jim

Damron and Bill Gearhart of
Phi Delta Theta took the
fraternity crown. David Tingle
and Brad Good were the independent bracket masters at
the celluloid ball.
Volleyball a major activity
that offers a maximum of 200
points, will have its deadline
Friday, October 19th. There is
also an important managers'
meeting on October 19th at 4
p.m., in Begley 156.
A volleyball clinic will be
offered for officials, participants, and other interested
persons on Monday, October
22nd at 6:30 p.m. in Begley Gym
118.
The clinic will feature the
men's
volleyball
sports

EKU Sport'Shorts
RIFLE
This weekend's match set the
rifle team record at 3-1 with the
win over M.T.S.U.'s Blue
Raider Rifles al Murfreesboro.
The Saturday morning halfcourse competition was a
substantial victory for both the
Varsity and R.O.T.C. teams.
R.O.T.C. team captain, John
Fryman counted as high
shooter in bolh Ihe R.O.T.C.
and Varsity classification with
a r>5« out of a possible 600 ratal
points. The other three lop
Vanity shooters were Glenn
Haeberlin 552. Tom Boggs 548
and Kevin Mitchell 540.
Following Fryman on the
R.O.T.C team were Mary Ellen
Hume '547. George Guyrik 535.
and L. C. Floyd Stewart 535.
The Bullshooteis final scores
for the match were Varsity 2.196
for a 148 poin! win over the
Varsity M.T.S.U Raiders and
R.O.T.C 2.173. and 189 points
over Ihe Haider R.O.T.C. Team.
UT at Martin will be in Richmond this Sal urday lo challenge
K K.l'.'s riflemen.
TENNIS
Eastern's mens tennis team
opened their fall schedule last

week by defeating
the
Morehead Eagles with a score
of 8-1.
In other action this past
week, the racketeers also
participated in the University of
Cincinnati Classic tournament.
Eastern finished in 4th place out
of the 12 team competition.
Eastern received an impressive effort, according to
Coach Tom Higgins, from
P.D.Ballard and Scott Barr.
Ballard and Barr teamed
together lo defeat Southern
Illinois's no.l doubles team.
Coach Higgins also was
pleased with Ihe performance of
his no.2 doubles team which
consists of Jim Greenup and Joe
Shaheen. as well the performance of his no. 3 doubles
team which consists of Hoppy
Shores and Guenlher Bergman.
The rackelters take the court
this coming Friday in a tentatively scheduled match
against Centre College.
SOCCER
The E.K.U. Soccer Club had
lo settle for its second tie of Ihe
year as the Asbury Seminary
came back with two second half
goals to knot the game at 2-2.
The Eastern club completely

THE
MIGHTY
MINUTE

WhTCH
■**'-:

-*.

.>

South Central Bell

club.Techniques, rules and
regulations of volleyball will be
highlighted.
Flag football
playoff games will continue for
the next two weeks, with the
finals scheduled Tuesday at five
o'clock on the IM fields.

ANDY'S
PIZZA PALACE

The Palace Where

YOU are the Kl

Girl volleyballers sweep
BY PATRICIA WILDER
staff Writer
The Eastern women beat
Kentucky State and the
University of Kentucky in their
trimeet vollyball games Friday
in Weaver gym.
Eastern plagers, Joyce
Del lor: setter, and Melody
Middleton; spiker and cocaptain of the team, felt that
Neither UK or Ky. State played
well due to lack of organized
play and teamwork.
"The teams looked like they
knew what they were doing
when they set up, says Melody
Middleton, but they just
couldn't execute the play."
Because neither UK or
Ky State had an aggressive
attack, the Eastern girls felt
that Ihey were not challenged to
dominated the first half as goals
were scored by Sharpie
Kambarami and Carlo Moreno
but the tide turned in the second
half. The club will be meeting
Asbury"College Monday night at

ANDY'S PIZZA PALACE
—s—

HOMECOMING CONCERT

|

SATURDAY , OCT. 20
7:30 P. M.
ALUMNI COLISEUM

JAY & THE AMERICANS

OVC STANDINGS

ALL GAMES CONFERENCE
W L T
W L T
4 0
0 0

THE COASTERS

MURRAY STATE
0
WESTERN KENTUCKY
1
EASTERN KENTUCKY
2
EAST TENNESSEE
3
MOREHEAD STATE
4
MIDDLE TENNESSEE
3
TENNESSEE TECH
AUSTIN PEAY
GAMES THIS WEEK
UT-MARTIN AT EASTERN
TENNESSEE TECH AT WESTERN
MURRAY AT MIDDLE TENNESSEE
FAIRMONT STATE AT MOREHEAD

fc ^

THE FIVE SATINS
DANNY & THE JUNIORSBOBBY LEWIS & BAND
■

I

E.K.U. FULL TIME STUDENTS
& HOLDER OF CENTER BOARD
CARD-S2.00
OTHERS$4.00
All tickets at the door $4

j

TICKETS ON SALE AT CASHIERS
WINDOW , COATES ADMINISTRATION
BJJILDING AND AT THE DOOR '
I*
4.
\ PRESENTED BY THE UNIVERSITY \
'
|
, .
\ CENTER BOARD

I

-ft:,
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Where the search for knowledge goes on..
the library
The search is on for a certain book, a special
quote, a particular word. St udents and librarians
join together for the big all-important search.
Few students are turned away from the
library with a question left unanswered.
Librarians probe and dig until any and every
question a student might have is answered.
Whether its the reference, reserve, dial access,
periodicals, learning recourses, Townsend, or
document room, the concept is the same: Serve
the community by finding the answer.
Clockwise from topright are Judy Oatts, Jane
Munson. museum curator; Dr. Samuel Walker,
assistant curator; Mrs. Alice Manchikes, staff
member; Sue Campbell, and Judy Oatts. In the
center are Moran Karl and Sylvia Richardson.

Photos by
Jim Shepherd

How Many Restaurants Do You Know
That Are LOWERING Their Prices

RICHMOND DRIVE-IN THEATRE
4 Mllti South on U.S. 35, Mr— Wood - »how 633-17H

SPECIAL NOTICE
TO PARENTS:
Monday Tuesday Wednesday

CLA.3VI^XJS MOVIE
H*MI

B»OCA »UOUO«iUM

SHOW STARTS AT '30

BUCCANEER DRIVE IN
NOW SHOWING!

'Walking Tall" is ■ deeply moving,
contemporary him based on the true story
of a young man who wouldn't surrender to
the \>Mcm. Alithutqh it h*\ hten Rated R
because of the violence depicted in the
motion picture, the management of thi\
the.iter fecK that ihi* pkiUTC should be veen
by \.»ungpe»»ple under the ace i>f II... and
»c rel'ommcnd families see it together. If
there is an> doubt in unir mind. *e suggest
>ou vx it Dir*l for yourself then come bacL
and bring your children V\v- believe you
will want to *cc it the second time jn\v,i\

Held Over
2nd Week
Final Nites

mm

Added Fri. Sat.
James Coburn
Rod Steiger

—The Management

in at 7:50

WALKING

l

S:

"A Fistful
of Dynamite"

i

ONE, KENTUCKY FRIEO CHICKEN

I

Fri. Sat
"Dynamite
Starting 7:50

I

"Walking Tall"

i

Y

Don't take our word for it...
Sl^j, ^ «r*^ -r— % yourself

Fried Gkicktn

a* 10:25 p.m.

!

*

_
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EASTERN BY-PASS

6236000
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for on-the-go juniors
v.

CAREFREE
And Reds and Yellow, and Purples and
Whites....all
by
WRANGLER....your
favorite jean and your FAVORITE BRAND.

THE BEAUTIFUL BOY CUT...36" flare
jean in brushed cotton denim. GET YOURS
NOW in sizes 3-15.

W

*

- *» "U

SHOP DAILY 10-9
SUNDAY 12:30 • 5:30

UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER
\
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Bureau of Training

Stone chosen new commissioner
Robert C. Stone, a retired FBI agent
and lawyer and head of the Kentucky
Law Enforcement Council located at
Eastern has been chosen as Commissioner of the Bureau of Training of
the Kentucky Justice Department.
The new Department of Justice was
created as a part of the reorganization of
state govenment.
According to Stone, his bureau will be

responsible for training city police.
sheriffs, alcoholic beverage control
agents and members of the Department
of Fish and Wildlife.
In addition, there will be a course
taught to judicial officials. Last session,
the Kentucky Legislature passed a law
changing the whole criminal justice setup. All the old laws were repealed, according to Stone, and new laws enacted.

Campbell Building open
for upcoming semester
The workers may be putting in a little
overtime but the Vice-president of
Business Affairs, Neil Donaldson says
that if all goes well, the Jane Campbell
Fine Arts Building should be completed
in time for next semester. Hopefully,
equipment can be moved in during the
Christmas break.
The six million dollar building is now
getting its final polishings. Only twelve
of the fifty-five thousand square feet of
ceiling tile remain to be put up.
Pavement is being broken up in spots for
the installation of gas lines right now and
such last minute frills as carpeting and
Harry Chapin's Oct. 3 concert in Brock Auditorium included
experiences. Before such a song, he told the audience the story
curtains should be in the building by the
some old familiar songs, and new original ballads in Chapin's
behind it. Backing him up, from left, are Ron Palmer, "Big
end of the week.
unique style. Chapin, in foreground, writes songs about personel
John" Wallace, and Mike, the cellist.
At the site of construction, a worker
still sweeps up untidy rubbish from the
new white-pine flooring of the central
auditorium stage area. Another, a sheet
metal worker, prowls the roof as he
fulfills his duties-checking wiring and so
on.
The central auditorium consists of
rows of seats, and a fairly large stage
with plenty of space in front to house a
good-sized orchestra.
There will be
is a member of Chi Omega, A.C.E. and
(Continued From I'age One)
recreation major, Miss Waits has brown
seventy-five to one-hundred stage lightsS.N.E.A.
She is an elementary
hair and blue eyes. She enjoys swimmost of them already installed, for the
Candidate number twelve is Linda
education major.
ming, reading and all sports. She is
technical theater crews to utilize.
Metcalfe. 18-year-old daughter of Mr
Connie Parrish is the fourteenth
sponsored by Keene Hall and is a PIKE
The room will be done in green vinyl
and Mrs. Francis Metclafe of New
candidate for Homecoming Queen. Miss
Calendar Girl and a member of Chi
and wood paneling with green carpeting.
Haven Miss Metcalfe has brown hair
Parrish is the 18-year-old daughter of Mr.
Omega Sorority.
Indirect lighting from behind the theater
and eyes and enjoys swimming, softball
and Mrs. Norris D. Parrish of Louisville.
The Homecoming "Queen and her court
will provide illumination. Welded steel,
and horseback riding She is sponsored
She has light brown hair and green eyes
will be selected by judges after an ineighty to ninety feet high, will provide a
by Mattox and O'Donnell Halls. She is a
and is sponsored by Commonwealth Hall.
terview and formal presentation at .the
ceiling for part of the room.
miMiilici of the Nursing
Association.
Miss Parrish is interested in writing,
Homecoming Ball Friday, October 19.
On the fourth floor, lockers are already
swimming
and
tennis
and
is
a
journalism
The candidates will all participate in a
installed and in the art department sinks
Final Three
major at Eastern. She is a Chi Omega
parade on Saturday morning through
are in readiness for the water to be
The senior class1 finalist is Kathy
pledge and a member of the Walters
downtown Richmond and the campus
turned on.
Melinda Noble. 20-year-old daughter of
House Council.
community. The Queen announcement
The third floor will contain twenty-two
Mr. and Mrs. Orie Noble of Jackson
Fifteenth candidate for Queen isMona
will be made during ceremonies
practice rooms with pianos. The acoustic
Miss Noble has brown hair and eyes and
Waits, 19-year-old daughter of Mr. and
preceding the Eastern-Western game at
ceiling tile and carpetinghave not yet
enjoys swimming, piano and sewing. She
Mrs. James Waits of LaUrange.
A
Hanger Field.
been laid but it should not take too long

Happy atmosphere

Queen candidates selected

until these projects will be completed.
Duct work for the heating and air conditioning is another task that must be
accomplished before the building will be
ready for occupancy.

Milestone earns
All-American
The Milestone, Eastern's yearbook,
has been given the All-American award
from the Associated Collegiate Press for
last year's book.
The 1973 yearbook, under Editor Bill
Sawyer, who graduated last May, earned
6445 points out of a possible 6950 and four
Marks of Distinction out of a possible
five from the rating service.
ACP judges gave the book Marks of
Distinction in the areas of concept,
photography, copy and display.
"A wealth of action and activity pictures—plus good groups—capture the
emotion and reaction of students to
significant events," commented-the
judges.
They also said that "layouts reflect
staff understanding of design principles."
The judges also felt that "the '73
Milestone is an exceptionally fine
yearbook—it reports the essential details
of the year in picture and word—in a very
interesting way."
"The reader gets a very complete idea
of what life was like on the Eastern
campus this year. The yearbook is a
splendid recognition of the 50th anniversary."

"So many of these judges are not lawtrained." said Stone, "and we'll have to
train them." Stone said the agency will
probably bring in staff members of the
National College of the Judiciary in
Reno. Nevada to conduct judicial
seminars.
Under the new penal code, there will be
several
classes
of
felonies,
misdemeanors and violations, with the
severity of punishment depending on the
class of crime committed. Restoration of
the death penalty has been recommended for some offenses.
Most of the classes will be taught here
at Eastern, Stone said, but a mobile unit
is also available. "The classroom on
wheels with a staff of three is pulled
around the state to various cities that ask
for it at no cost to the cities," said Stone.
The unit generally stays at each location
for a week.
Presently a course on burglaries is
being taught. Acetylene equipment and
thermal burning bars, often used by
criminals to melt metal are being utilized
in the course to demonstrate the ease
with which a robbery can be executed.
The only course for which credit is
earned is the basic course that all
policemen are required to take. It lasts
10 weeks—10 hours a day, five days a
week.
The state pays for the accommodations and meals of the
policemen. The men are assigned to
Keene Hall and women to Case. A pay
incentive of 15 per cent is also in the
offing for all policemen successfully
completing the course.
Other training centers are found in
Louisville, Bowling Green and Owensbbro, but the basic course is taught only
at Eastern.
Stone, who came here in 1966, was a
member of the FBI for 25 years, during
which time he worked in Los Angeles,
Burbank, Louisville, Detroit and
Washington, D.C. He has also practiced
law and served with the Statute Revision
Committee.
According to Stone, when he retired
from the FBI, "I thought I'd set up a Iav4
practice in Kentucky, but the State
Police came and asked if I'd like to try
my hand at setting up the Law Enforcement program here. I decided to give
it a try, and I'm not sorry I did."
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MEN'S
SNORKLE JACKETS

• «•<

MEN'S
PERMANENT PRESS
LONG SLEEVE

SPORT SHIRTS

Keep your mon cozy, ond worm this wintor
in this 33" l«ngth [octet in wit. of S-M-l-

TKM* Jw>n

XI Jocfctinwoitrproof with 4 pock«ti. r*y
front snopt. and htovy duty zipptr.

MEM'S

C boose from .og«. gr»»n or navy.

$

■OYS'

< iam *•>»*••.••< d«wwt k»'i pom..- ta-.*i o-d
to><*.t .,* eehed -»»< •* (he *ew !•■ •*••*•« Ooo.e

$I2«

SPORT SHIRTS

3 PAIR

$Q66

CLOTHIHC DEPT.

5|93

HICK'S
RIG.
3.99

CLOTHING DEPT.

CLOTHIMC
DIPT.

,oo

$

HICK'S
RIO.
TO 12.99
**
CLOTHIMC DEPT.

17. deem 3? 34.

'o> 'he gwy M KHOOI Gtal <al' loo*i m •>>•*• dwrtl ftse*
«|if nejftel iKWfcM Assorted to«ci«l. lol'tll Old pnr-ti m
i.lfi * 'o"dd 16

M»>

Just like dads. In sites 8-18.

DRESS SHIRTS
Men odd some flair to your wardrobe this fall with our classic selec
tion of ntw fall prints or everyday
whit* shirts. Sues M'j through

■OYS'

100% Cotton in fancies and solids
from Ambler by Big Yank in sizes
of 29-38.
- •

CUFFED PANTS

SNORKLE JACKETS

$2«3

JEANS

POLYESTER.
DOUBLE KNIT

15"

0'« i-»> '-qh* far rh« totuol jvy Good »e*e<
»-«« Of lOllOH 0**d p'tfltt i" SIM SMI *•*•)' "Mdl

MEN'S
FLARE

MEN'S
PERMANENT PRESS

HECK'S REG. 7.99 PR.
CLOTHIHC DEPT.

MEN'S
POLYESTER
DOUBLE KNIT

V

SPORT COAT
100% Polyester double
knit in regulars and longs
in sizes 36-46. Good selection of fancies and
blazers in the new fall colors. Ideal for the business
man.

HECK'S REG.
38.88

CL0THIHC DEPT.

MEN'S COTTON
FLANNEL

WORK SHIRTS

BOYS' SLEEVELESS

Warm and 'tody for winter in 100% cot*
Ion Itonnel ihirls. Two chest pockets with
llapt in SAM XI CKooM from o (election
ol bright, bold plaids.

SWEATERS

Great sweater looks to *iar with our
sport ihini for school. Choose from 3 potlams in assorted color*. Sues 4-14.

MEN'S PERMANENT PRISS

BOYS' ACRYLIC

WORK SETS

SWEATERS
Good assortment of sweaters in
crews, and cardigans, in a variety
of solids and fancies just right for
fall Sites 6-16 and 4-7.

PANTS
Four colon in silts
29-42. By Dichm.

SHIRTS

HICK'S RIO.
TO S.99

I4V4

to

17. By

0>chi*<.

CLOTHIMC DEPT.

CLOTHIMC DEPT.

CLOTHIMC DEPT.

1

Medium weight in sizes SM-L-XL. Choose from tops

SO 63

Four colors in liiei

HICK'S RIO. 3.99

MEN'S THERMAL
UNDERWEAR $ - 22
or drawers.

HICK'S RIG. TO
5.99
CLOTHIMC DEPT.

_ '.
CLOTHIMC DEPT.

HECK'S REG.
1.77

8 Vlft.xl 1 f/2 ft. INDOOR-OUTDOOR

ROOM SIZE RUG
CANNON

KITCHEN TIER

BLANKETS

SETS

100% Virgin acrylic. 5" nylon binding in
colors of blue, gold, lilac, and green.
Machine washable.

100% polyproplene latex backing. Fully serged
in 6 colors.

Permanent press sets with valance. Good
color assortment in prints or solids.

FOAM LINED DRAPES
To brighten up any decor choose from
63" or 84" full drapes. Good color assortment in solids, prints, and florals.

30", 36", or 45" short drapes in o'«orted
solids and prints to brighten up a (kill
room.

*

3 PAIR

$coo

$366

SHORTIE
DRAPES

ANTIQUE SATIN

$500

HICK'S RIG.
S22.il

HICK'S RIG.

$49.

CLOTHIMC
DEPT.

HICKS RIG. TO 1.99 PR.
CLOTHIMC DEPT.

CLOTHIMC DEPT.

3 PAIR

HICK'S RIG. TO
7.99

HICK'S RIG. 1.99 PR.

CLOTHIMC DEPT.

CLOTHIMC KPT.

■ 1 111 ni..i1rtt\

OfeV.

CRUSHED VELVET

BEDSPREAD

COTTON
CHENILLE
BEDSPREAD

Btoutity any bed'oom with rbe*« plush bed
spreads m such luxurious colors 01 rtd. de»A
Wvt d**p woM. ovocodo, or topaz Spreads
havt rounded comers fully trimmod with
fnngo. a-e mochin* -oihoble ond oVyobf*
and pr«-thrunlt 10 h#k> the moot'" homomok•r on th# go.
,/

BETTER QUALITY

BATH TOWELS

TWIN SIZE

m

FULL SIZE

$

100% cotton chenille foil

14"

size bedspread in assorted

Choose-from prints,!
solids, jacquards, and]
velour. 100% shearedl
cotton.

ALSO AVAILABLE:
BEAUTIFUL VELVET
TOSS PILLOWS AND 21"i27"
SHAM PILLOW COVERS
CHOICE
t

colors.

PEQUOT
NO IRON

MUSUN SHEETS
Polyester cotton blend never need
ironing. Patterns of checkmate or
denim royal.

72" x 104" or
TWIN FITTED

DAN RIVER
DAN PRESS
FINE QUALITY

FRUIT-0F-THE-L00M

PATCHWORK

NO IRON

SHEETS
72" x 104" or
TWIN FITTED

QUILT
[CHOOSE FROM ASSORTED|
PATTERNS AND COLORS.

81" x 104" or
FULL FITTED

81"x104" or
FULL FITTED

$966
HECK'S REG.
6.99
CLOTHIMC DEPT.

VIIV IT PURNITURI THROWS'
70"K9O"
70"X 140"

$

12*» «.'!©»*
' CLOiMtMCCEPT.

HECK'S If G.
-I.S9

aonmoiPT.

MATCHING CASIS

*1MPAI»
aorwmcKPT.

HECK'S REG.
9.99

MATCHING CASES

*|M MM
CLOTHIMC DEPT.

C10THHK MPT.
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LADIES' 2-PIECE

PANT SUIT
Super Ponttuits take
you into foil" You're
« set for o season of
^casual chic m these
greof looking suits.
Mode o* Double Knit
Polyester with a
Short Jacket and
Cuffed Pants with
Pull-on
Woist.
Choose from Solids
ond Ploids In sizes
8 18

<>

Ks
Lfe

/

LADIES'

?

LADIES'

SHIRTS

SWEATERS

G'*oi for the pants and skirts that will
bt in thii foil. Long sleeves mod* of
Poly Cotton Blend in Solids ond Prints
with several collar styles to choose
from. Select from tilts 3? 38

Just so its o sweoter!!!! Port of the ttend
toward the casual look in fashion . . . Skirts
ond Pants topped with this sweater will
really put you into the fall fashion, long
sleeve in Cardigan or Pull-over Solids and
Novelties in sues SMI and 42-46

HECK'S REG.
$16.88
HECK'S REG.
TO $3.88
CLOTHING DEPT.

HECK'S REG.
TO $6.88
CLOTHING DEPT.

CLOTHING
DIPT.

n b

•:.•;••••..

• .• I.I ■ . . Ill

'.,"

11 I I I I III
III III) l.l

W
■V.'iV I ■ • I
■ 00

■ .1.1
III
• I I

w

LADIES'

LADIES' NYLON

LADIES'

QUILTED ROBES

BRA-BIKINI SET

A bnflfcl *gM COW1. roov.'Ot ov w»» 0«d *OAdorW
1lHp.1v Snvogly iob.i m long ond Wolii l.ig'".
lullon ood Cwipp.' lront» -#•> loc. T.ioii ond Fmb.a
d.., Choo.. l.o~ Ho.. ».«l o«d Motto S.101 S-M I

PANTS

Whft^> vou* of<t !■■• laket you
ioh« o 'f- o>
H*i« Po"'\ o\ .moMm th«j oft ««rio*il« WS>o* O g*Oup
lodti No-^iy fo"*! -»* («br»d»«. ond No.) Htodi
wiih Flo-« 1u.n or Cu"»d t»fli S«lt<i I'o- Solidi ond
H>-ls ... w* 8 IH

• o ■

■ I
III
■ • I

1

Choose from Novelty Prints. Embroider,I
Trim, and denim mode from stretch nylor. f
One size fits oil.

$ 1 48
I

and

$ I 99
I

HECK'S REG. TO $2.66
HECK'S REG. $7.88
CLOTHING DEPT.

HECK'S REG. $9.88
CLOTHING DEPT.

CLOTHING DIPT.
LADIES'
NYLON

FOR THAT
COMFORTABLE LOOK
IN CASUALS

PANTY
HOSE
.-1

Choose from these styles:
Long sleeve Polyanna Dress with tie back. Machine Washable. In Blue 4
Mint. Choose from sizes 10-18.
Long sleeve Solid Polyanna Dress with full circle skirt and serf tie belt. 5
colors to choose from. Machine Washable in sizes 10-18 and 16Vi-24Vi.
Short Sleeve 100% Polyester Nautical Pant Suit in Blue and Red. Select
from sizes 10-18. Machine Washable.
Long Sleeve Shirt Top Polyanna Pont Suit. Machine Washable in Blue and
Mint in Sizes 10-18 and 16&-24VJ.

<.
...
LADIES'
NYLON TRICOT
LADIES'

LADIES' NYLON

KNEE HI HOSE
O-c w*f.ii All Colors Olftro-n Cm*
-M-). and Btia* ld«ol 'o -w >"('

HECK'S REG. $3.66
CLOTHING DIPT.

5

00

"2 PAIR 1

CLOTHINGDIPT.

TOGA-LONG

POLO SHIRTS
Dacron ond Cotton in
assorted Solid Colon
in sues 6 to 24 months.

CLOTHHC
MPT.

LADIES' HATS

PANTIES ,

SLEEP GOWNS

Worm 10H ond cuddly <o* *•» cool rvghfi
oK*od Kr*# l«ng<h in (dor, o( tW »n.
MintondMox* SartSMt

lOne size fits AIL. Colorsl
iBeige, Cinnamon, Taupel
■ ana Brown. All are Tit™
|Quality.
'

^^^

Brief style in sizes 5-10 Colors |
of White ond Pastels.

2 FOR

2 PR.
$|00

$

$100

HECK'S REG. 68*

HECK'S REG. 99' PR.

CLOTHING DIPT.

CLOTHING DIPT.

GIRL'S BRUSHED
NYLON

$

HECK'S REG.
$4.99

CLOTHING DEPT:

88

12"AND 15

CLOTHING
DEPT.

HECK'S REG. TO $19.99

HECK'S REG.
$2.88

A'M

GIRL'S BRUSHED
NYLON

PAJAMAS GOWNS
Feeling Pampered and Pretty
, . . they can snuggle right m
for the winter . . . and just relax!!! In these beautiful Nylon
Pajamas with Caftan Sleeves
and Tnm. Choose from assorted colors in sizes 7-12.

Hand Crochet Acrylic Mats in
a Variety of styles to choose
from. Select from Solids and
Mulli Tones.

CLOTHING DEPT.

Sandman Time in these
Brushed Nylon Gowns with
Co'ton Sleeves and Trim in
assorted Colors. Sizes
712.

BLANKET
SLEEPERS
MoAi<»*.o W«o> 0ot»d Ho-*.t
$l»WM»l0«.»».1>'<i»d.«0. £T-**i

HECK'S REG.
$4.99
CLOTHING DEPT.

,0...d *-,.... -.» «-,t Collo- \

,

\iX**S

INFANTS'
BOY 5 AND GIRL'S]

ond W'uflrt, dr«<f to —,"'•
►l«nr.< ididft** ',i- ' •

66

$2

BOY'S J. GIRL'S

>

HOODED
JACKETS

T^

AND

Quilted Nylon with Kodel Po
lyester Fiberfill Zipper Front
and Covered Mittens in Pastel
Shades. Sizes 9-18 months.

CLOTHING DEPT.
BOYS' A GIRLS'

$6.99
CLOTHING DEPT.

SLEEPERS

Snow Suits—All Woshable—Bo/s
O'lon Pile Jockets with Trim. Metal
Rings to hold Mittens and Contrasting Nylon Ski Ponll Colors Beige.
Brown. Soge and Avocado Girl's
Nylon Quilted Jodset with Trim
and Fake Fur Hood Colors Red.
No*y & Teal In sizes 2-3-4.

Inionts' New Born Flame Re
lordont. One Piece Thermal
Knit Sleepers with Snap Front
and Knit Foot. In sixes 0-6
months. Colors of Maize, Aqua
and Pink. Sizes I to 4 Years.

$366

5088
»*
HECK S REG. TO *1 7. 99
CLOntNGDEPT.

y M^ O O
^DT
HECK'S REG.
$8.99

INFANTS'

SNOW SUITS
Infants' A Toddlers —
Boy s Ct*d Girl's Dae
ron an4 Cotton Hood
ed Jacket, in Sizes
12 24*fronthsond2. 3.
4 years Boy's colors
Ton, Hue and Brown.
Girl's colors Teal, Blue
and Aouo

EACH
HCCK'S REG.

2-PC. PRAM SUITS

&u

CL0TMHCDEPT.
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6' HEAVY DUTY

HASSOCKS

VINYL RUNNER

Ckoote hom o wide wonderful selection of foam topped hassock.* in cclori iho' odd new beauty to your home All cowered
in wipe dean vinyl w.ih the looh and feel of leather Avoilable
m assorted decorotor style*

CLOTHES
HAMPERS
Cho^f* from Mod Hampers i
BlooV & Gold or Hampers inl
While, Avocado, & Hoi Pink

WASTEBASKET
HICKS REG. $2.69
HOUSlWAPf DIPT.

HICK'S RIG. $3.99
HOUSIWAKI DIPT.

HECK'S RIG. $1.99
HOUSIWARI DIPT.

MATTEL BARBIE

\

MURRAY BIG MACK

COUNTRY
CAMPER
AS SEEN ON TV

ture* heavy-gauge tubulor
steel body with steel oil terrain
fork
Big truck design mogtype blow molded wheels and
billboard tire* Antenna type
handlebars with white fingerlug grips

TOYDIPT.

9

CHILD'S

15

2 FASHION PLAY WIGS

HALLOWEEN
LAMP

e**»e« .v , , t*"' liwHa
<o- t*t*»» . j. .,., -v—, . M
It* \«.»--. , . « • I • ,., .
..H" —©«• *.* M »*, ,MJ.

'5 Block cot Pumpkin Hollow
ten lamp with Ut cord and |

99*

"** * $199
I

IAl«

HECK'S REG.$3.MEA.
TOY MPT.
*
STUBBY

TANKER
An outn^ntic lookmo Oil tonVe* Comes complete with

13

ELECTRIC

Complete with boot fishing gear, RUGGED RlDERtM rock,
cooking geor and stove plus mountain climbing rescue set.
Ready lor action and adventure!

HECK'S REG.
$12.77

88
- ^
*!•

(7
A

YOYKPT.
STUBBY

I

32

5T78
HICK'S RIG.
$9.99
TOYDIPT.

1

SET

WOOD PUZZLES
CHOICE

$138

1

TOYDIPT

CLOCKS

HALLOWEEN COSTUMES

All r>se ini'.ceciet of *rortong clocks ere reveeled
through the c-e*r face end to further stimulate educe* "onji -development their c'ocKS jpe» be completely
'JY
i^'flrem Mickey
Mouse —Doneldtlurc —3r »',n(w&n",o *

flame retarddnt ... 9 c'harftrters to choose from in sizes
small, medium and large

9

$2 ?
HICK'S RIG. $3.*» ■
TOYBIPT

TOYDIPT.

CHOICI

99

<

EACH

$088

8

CRAFT MASTER

PAINT-BY NUMBER
WOOD CHRISTMAS ORNAMENTS
Mo*-. *• H-,i.«o, Sw." - .b*o-"-i' I* *« *-' *•-.•**••. »—
p.—--I-.-bO* vd». Mfc*<qMlo-<
*r.-T»"F*»olsn B«IM»> D--'.")
••-• "."» Vjr-^po*.** <•*>#•••• I-

l,

«"Hanii-rn>

1

roroiPT.

FIGURES

MI7JV.
.-«.... ' "•«*
\ !•'-... -J-. -:i »nwGm\0i

•tfJoi

3#^

"H'o.«l

HICKS RIG. $2.44

94

HICK'S REG.
$1.38
TOYDIPT.

RICHMOND, KY. - 472 EASTERN BY PASS
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HECK'S REG.
$12.99
TOYDEPT.

12 "MR. ACTION

i

WALT DISNE*Y

PLUSH DOG

Sitting Dog in Assorted Colors. *

9

$177

EACH

HECKS REG.
$1.99
TOYDIPT.

TTTTLTT

iKiTicludes one locomotive w wmd-up engine, one freight cor w a b^ulidozef. one
caboose. 8-pc oval track with 2 stations to
operate for "Stop and Gc.r >-«■»

"'"»- r

ASSORTED

&

DUMP TRUCK

HICK'S
REG.$5.66

HARDWOOD TRAIN SET

*" *•"

d»^"«J 1»tio»-.bk
qlo'« -old' K',-4
o>«) *i.\i i- ,<ji,

TOYDIPT.

$399
WIND-UP

X

'*Jp-<.
.

RIG.
$1.99

■e **••* »i * |«ee* -•-

| HECK'S RIG.
$3.66
TOY MPT.

*o<* •» o' bop »>"
■! *f»" • burl *u« <o*

AS SEEN ON TV
HECK'S
$144

hc*r M>08Wi ? lie*lo»q No botteriei required

$^99

35 INCH

SOCKER
BOPPERSTM

HICK'S RIG.
$1.38

* <••

S099

TOYDIPT.

HECK'S
REG.
$17.99

TOY
DIPT.

HOUSIWARI DIPT.

SPORTS
CAMPER
AS SEEN ON TV

DRAG

5099

HECK'S REG. TO $9.99

MATTEL BIG JIM

Sleek, low slung dragster fea-

Way out mod compel von complete with pop-out tent, (lip up
windshield table camp chairs, sleeping bags

HECK'S
REG.
$11.88

HICK'S RIG. $3.88
HOUSIWAKIDIPT.

MR. ACTION

COSTUMES

■ fir

" " EACH
HICK'S RIG.
99* IACH
TOYDIPT.
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REMINGTON

TRAIL BLAZER

MODEL 1100

AUTOMATIC

HUNTING COAT

169

SHOTGUN

Hunter Orange yoke in the front and bock
Heavyweight Army duck and fully water
repellent treated TRAILBIAZER FEATURES
Corduroy Collor. Duck Shoulder Reinforcements, Rubberized Gome Bag. Underarm
Ventilated Gussets Pockets with Shell
loops. Colorful inside Yoke lining Four Button Front. Breast Pocket

Designed with all the feature* and durability
shooters throughiou' the world hove learned
to eipec' from ih.s greo' gun

HECKS REG. $189.95

BERETTA
AUTOMATIC

COLEMAN
2-MANTLE
LANTERN

THERMAL
UNDERWEAR

large 8 V ventilator that reflects a wide
circle of light out. around and under its owr
base and serves a shield against up glare

Three layered, sold
as separates Nylon
Tricot 3 oi Dacron
Thermal Knit Lined

CHOICE
TOP OR BOTTOM

$

SHOT GUN
The Beretio 12 go automatic shotgun ranks among
the top shotguns on the market today Features include
a full choke 30 barrel vent no with beautiful design
and Craftsmanship

HECK'S REG.
$12.49
SPORTS DIPT.

r.

MEN'S
VINYL

RAIN
COAT

SPORTS
DIPT.

SPOUTS DfPT.

• ^p^
I ^^^
^w
m

Built to take you where you want to go.
they're made of 11 oz water repellent
treated Army Duck with the added
protection of heavy vinyl coated facing
material on the leg fronts, from hip to j
bottom. And there's a reinforced rubberized seat. Asst. Sizes.

^^ A A
^J QQ
^^^
^M

HICK'S REG. $1 19.QO

SPORTS DIPT.
Most popular rifle ever developed for deer hunting
bugged lever action JO 30 h« solid top receiver
with side ejection end tubuler 6 shot magazine Or
nate checkering graces 'ore end and pistol grip.
20-inch carbine barrel. Walnut finish hardwood
sl (>
^'^ ' J t SfiOfTS DifiT.

SPORTS
DIPT.

t

HECK'S
REG.
$10.99

Shell Aceiofe Tolleto. lined
with the tome fabric m\w
lotion 602. Acrylic baiting
2 pc (ml, tipper Hy front
|kt with \nop* 3 pc kml.
full cut ponfi with re inforced ludo Crotch

6-VOLT CAMP
LAMP

HUNTING SHIRT
Hard wearing shirts that provides extra
warmth and protection with freedom of
movement

REG.
$5.99

HECK'S
REG.
$8.99

SPORTS
DfPT.

SPORTS
DfPT.

HECK'S REG.
$47.95

SPORTS DFPT.

A many featured 5 Of
Dacron suit with features
such as breast pocket, kidney flop. 70 denier nylon
shell Ouolity ol popular
price

HECK'S

88

SINGLE-SHOT SHOTGUN

INSULATED
UNDERWEAR

f>

WOOL PLAID
HIPWELL

SPORTS DfPT.

Choose from 12, 16 or 20 gauge Winchester Single
Shot Shotguns.

5 OZ. DACRON

UNDERWEAR

SPORTS DfPT.

HECK'S REG.
$123.95

WINCHESTER

SPORTS DIPT.

INSULATED

#228

PUMP-SHOT GUN

Lightwetght Rustproof receiver Triple locking rotating
bolthead Twin slide bars lor fast second and third shots
Twin action slide bars help give the Winchester Model
1200 a self starting action designed to help move itself
bock m a quick eflorless motion

»•«.

4j9 EACH
HECK'S REG.
$4.48

WINCHESTER C
MODEL 1200
«f'

Y

HECKS
REG.
$1.99

HECKS
REG.
$18.99

MARLIN 30-30 CARBINE

HUNTING PANTS

;Y

HECK'S REG. $225.OO

S

TRAIL BLAZER

JUPITER
REED SCOPE

HECK'S REG.
$9.99

GUN CASE

SPORTS DfPT.

SinS TO FIT MOST CUDS

SLEEPING BAG
I THERMOCIOUD Synthetic Fiberfill Durable spuntex top material. Cotton lining. Zipper closure.

JONES STYLE

HUNTING HAT

$177

REED GUN CASE
•

!■

myl gun cose with convenient zipper ond
jndle for carrying Sues to fit most popu
r rifles ond shotguns

■ \

HECK'S REG.
$13.99

TV

HECK'S REG.
$12.48

SPORTS DfPT.

PONCHO

GUN RACK

HUNTING
PANTS

IG

HECK'S REG.
$4.99

SPORTS DfPT.

SQ99

HECK'S
REG.
$1.58

GUN RACK
$188

'if WILDCAT 22

HECK'S
REG.
$2.79
1

SPOUTS DIPT. '

REG.
$3.58

SPORTS
DIPT.

ia> eeti

5T88
HECK SREG.

SPORTS DfPT.
LECTRA

SOCKS

- SPORTS DfPT.

$8.19
HECKS REG. $5.49

SPORTS DfPT.

MPT. *10 "
INSULATED
HUNTING SOCKS|
LI PAIR IN

COLEMAN

SLEEPING BAG
This practical, long wearing bag is comfortobly insulated and padded 2 lbs.
ocryfil. The zipper is ' jam-proof"
7 l». ACmiC..36 «72

Hears REG.
,..:«» REG. $2.79

SPORTS DfPT.

II»»3

HECK'S REG.
$12.88

CANVAS TARP

HECK'S REG. $9.99

[■DO-OVd -"F ?'•>• i"«"«tf «o
■ -o*» -,-• W* ■<■•>
-•-fob •
*•« "a* «>o»«
l»0'-e- - - »■*' W>- -.**•- *O0»
too* »t«»o- o-o-9 <-••• b*o«*

5Q99

5x7'

WILSON

BOA BOOT

BOOTS
»v*# ^#a'* *• -!-• • ■•■a* /

/S*"^

SPORTS DfPT.

SPORTS DfPT.
| SNOWMOBILE
i ■ --

HECK'S REG. $10.88

HECKS REG.
$5.89

$4.64

.-

APEICMT

BOX

HECK SREG.

HECKS

8

SPORTS DfPT.

BASKETBALL

^M BOX

,

$|94

HUNTING BOOTS

3Q88

AMMO

AMMO
$^58

;-*-

HUNTING GLOVES

WOOD GUN RACK

30-06

30-30 CAL

2-PIECE

22 LONG RIFLE AMMO
SOOROUNOS
PfRCMTON

RAIN SUIT

SPORTS
DIPT.

SPORTS DfPT.

P>$\ WINCHESTERl

VINYL

HECK'S
REG.
$1.19

$9.2Q

WITH DRAWER A LOCK

>

HUNTING SOCKS

SA29

INSULATED

SPORTS DIPT.
INSULATED

Hardwood handle. Sabre ground
blade 5" Overall 9 'A ". Tooled leather sheath.
<
HECK'S"
■»

TRUCK

HECK'S
REG.
$11.99

SPORTS
DEPf.

HUNTING

KNIFE

WITH
VINYL
FRONT

<

SPORTS
DfPT.

SPORTS DfPT.

4-PLACE WOOD

TRAIL BLAZER r

VINYL

HE CK'S REG.
$2.19

HECK'S REG.
$7.99

HECK'S REG. $2.99

SPORTS
ofpr.

SPORTS
DIPT.

f>

SPOKTS
MPT.

Ma.
*

$ 1 A99

HECK'S REG.
$1.38

SPORTS DIPT.

RICHMOND, KY. - 472 EASTERN BY PASS

HECK'S
REG.
$14.99

S

W
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NYLON-N-FOAM

TWIN FRONT RUBBER CAR MATS

SEAT COVERS

Choose from assorted colors.

Nylon and foam seal covers . . . fits
snugly, never slips . . . fits like magic . . .
completely washable. Durable and attractive. Assorted colors. Solid or split

m

M.

backs

$

HECK'S REG.

$5.99

HECK'S REG.
$4.99
AUTOMOTIVl DIPT.

SIT

AUTOMOTIVl DIPT.

MAGNETIC

CAR BONNET

WINDSHIELD COVERS

Keep* oil *'«do-s fr«« ol
mow «*. I'0\*. and grim* Fo»
\(ondo'd pavwnger (orv

WITH STRAPS
'ProlfKt your windshield from *ro*f ond snow

^A

HECK'S REG.
$3.99
AUTOMOTIVl DIPT.

W

N JAM

HECK'S REG.

SJBkWs

99'

AUTOMOTIVl DIPT.

12 FT. COPPER BATTERY

BOOSTER CABLES

ROBERK

WIPER BLADE
ROBERK WIPER
BLADE REFILL

HEAVY NO-TANGLE

15"-ld"-18"
For Most Car*

AD
w

"

$<*99

COMPLETE

13"-16"-18"
for Most Cart

%
PACKAGE OF 2

AUTOMOTIVl
DIPT.

AUTOMOTIVE
DIPT.

CHOICE

SHOCK
SPRINGS

REAR
WINDOW

M-30

ILLUMINATED SWITCH
FOR ON AND OFF

V«" or W

AUTOMOTIVl DIPT.

Available in a
large assortment of colors.

HECK'S REG.
$6.99

HECK'S REG.
$5.99 SET
AUTOMOTIVl DIPT.

AUTOMOTIVl DIPT

STATION WAGON

FLAP

Not affected by heat, rocks,
tar, oil, gas ond rock salt. |l
stays white and never turns yellow.

,<
White vinyl and stainless steel
splash guards.

HECK'S
REG.
99'

«# SIT

HECK'S REG.
1.58
AUTOMOTIVl DIPT

I

SPRAY PAINT

S*99

$|00

$100
FOR

DE-FROSTER

HEATER HOSE

ONE POUND CAN

3

Variable pitch design automatically
ends bottoming, gives added stability
for cars, tuck ups station wagons,
trailers Fits over present airplane type
shock absorbers Increases load capacity up to 750 pounds Fits 90*0 all
cars.

6 FT.

HAND
CLEANER

FRONT
SPLASH
GUARDS

EASY WAY

REAR

^

HECK'S REG. $4.99

I

S^99

$^44
4# PAIR
HECK'S REG.
$4.99 PAIR
AUTOMOTIVl DIPT.

HARDWARE
DEPT.

HECK'S REG.$6.95
AUTOMOTIVE KPT.

rz

21 PIECE

CROWN-SEAL

SOCKET
SET

£<tUx

88
Mm
' us 1 ,01

CROWN-SEAL

WHITE
HOUSE PAINT

HECKS

QUALITY
V

INYL LATE'
T.A.T

own

lovely

colors

It's

STEEL
SHELVING
FIRE

DURO
SPRAY
ENAMEL

EXTINGUISHER
DfffWfobJ* <igM#> ~ nf.jiit m*#H
e" »o*«*» fontfo-oS SaU -*>« flog
j.»g >«V- to*, d't <*••««.< all fi»ig..S#. t-«"»'i got H***KOl «nd
H(V-"»oN» 1-ejv.cl lx»i fufi ftol'oi
o»"*vtt'"k«"» boa's N>v «• »a>ifi
go'og*> f< Ul aocaf*d i*d Cvot*
6-o'd oeco>«d

"Beauty

by the Gallon.''

HECK'S VINYL WALL PAINT
HECK'S PREMIUM WALL PAINT
HECK'S INTERIOR ENAMEL

PAINT BRUSH

GALLON
HECK'S REG. $2.99
HARDWARE DIPT.
RUST PREVENTIVE

The paint that painters recommend
a rainbow, of

*!d

HARDWARE DEPT.

99

HI II I O

WALL PA'™

HECK'S REG.
$27.94

RUST
$

2* Ju*.
$
3"Mu.
$ >
4 'MM

ST99

C*

CAN

r)

HECK'S
REG.
$1.38
HAKDWAKl
DIPT.

HECK'S REG. TO $7.29
HARDWARE DEPT.

HECK'S REG.
$9.88
HA ROW AM DIPT.

$] 66
HECK'S REG. $2.99
HARDWARE DEPT.

I2"i36"x60"

SC99

ARROW STAPLE

GUN
$088
HECK'S REG. $11.07

I2'x36'x75"

HARDWARE DEPT,

ST99
7 INCH

I8"x36"x75"

SAW
HARDWARE
DEPT.

!L_

\u>

ROLLER
REFILLS

7" PAN & ROLLER SET

t

TWIN PACK

33

HECK'S REG.
77«

<
HECK'S REG. S9'
HARDWARE DEPT.

HARDWARE DEPT.

-,

Playtex
HAND VAVM

GLOVES

ARR1D.
EXTRA WO-

9 0Z.

3.5 OZ.

DIAL
9 OZ.

ARRID
EXTRA DRY
DEObuRANT
■ •fl. Unit
lifht Powder

HECK'S REG. $1.34
COSMITIC DIPT.

SHAMPOO
5 FOR
$|00
COSMETIC DEPT.

SMAVKCKEA"

COLGATE
TOOTHPASTE

JOHNSON
AND
JOHNSON

COTTON
SWABS
400s

SUPER SIZE

<

13 0Z.

PLAYTEX

MISS BRECK

HAND-SAVER

HAIR SPRAY

GLOVES

Regular, H»rd-to-Hold.
Super - Unscented

7 pair far Hw
■rke-af-one

2 PAIR

■:

•

"

v^r« is. 11'*^

20 OZ.

TROL
SNA VE CREAM

32 OZ.

LISTERINE

RICINAR.MarrilOl.UIK
HECK'S REG.
89"

HECK'S REG.
$1.16

COSMETIC
DEPT.

COSMETIC DEPT.

RETAIL VALUE $2. It
HECK'S REG. 69'
COSMETIC DEPT.

COSMETIC DEPT.

HECK'S REG. 88*
COSMETIC DIPT.

RICHMOND, KY. - 472 EASTERN RY PASS
t

i

HECK'S REG.
$1.55
COSMETICDEPT.
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JET SET

SCHICK

HOME
ENTERTAINMENT

m

■J*

99

SP|r.*i ifA'uMS »od-o •*<* ••<
—-1( pO-«' 3 •OHt I r* (* pO~" 40 I
-oi'i Sl-dt co»"ol» te» »olvr»t
boil >.«t>i. 0-d beloA<» M0d.(blo-ict LgMfd .'■<»• '»!t '-•*.«»
*ol S%r*0>«dKOt©r l.g*lp.«©0""»
'*» ,irro ItOMUM »M d-oo * I
o-f#-«o • ndvdtd 'opt Hoy*'
Q-ol.'y 4 pol# AC if«C*»0«6ul "M>
•□< d'.»i p'er*' "o*di«i oil none
o'dBi'och taii'ilgfi

4436-609/20

$C99

HECK'S REG.
.$19.96

8-TRACK
PLAYER

8/9

SELF CLEANING OVEN

JIWHRYDIPT

99

MAN'S NORELCO
TRIPLE HEAD

"V

HECK'S REG.
$119.96

MUNSEY

HECK'S REG.
8.99

rtfwtiRY DIPT.

Ll-4

KITCHEN
APPLIANCES

Dvt.gntd especially lor women w.rh glaivrt bul perfect tor
oil womtn who o»e eil'O careful obout ihtir eve moV* up
Opplico'ion The magnifying mirror it many timn stronger
Ihon on normal COimetic mirror*

99

SOUNDESIGN
STEREO

JtWHRY
DIPT.

LIGHTED MIRROR

LIGHTED MIRROR

• 4 different light setting* — •DAYUGHT. OFFICE HOME
EVENING • light wiec'c • Fully odjustob-e face sue
mirror, regular ond magnifying • Sturdy stood lust the
nghi angle • Soft beige 'one with champagne gold trim

HECK S REG.
$29.88

SHAVER
• cioi-oo.elM
rieodt iKo.» „p> to
tr> .4*.
.4*. clow
< lo,..
' SO*, lor... tho« rhet

-S^^l^r^.
A
-« ^

AJT^-KJ*

G. E. STEREO

199

Built to take to a friend's
house, to school or comp
anywhere you d like
stereo sound. High-impact
cose resists scuffs. Big, 6"
oval matched speakers deliver bright s*ereo music

HECK'S REG.
$47.96

UNlTRf X 8 0 hoi o ipht p*'\o"ai.i, .!©•
ottifi ond 9* t*©m* -i. w.th oil IK,„
auol.i-n b*n«l.ii ond ftalwri *Ovd ti
pfiiLOMHirrxM dvroblvbody UNt
IRM $ 9 no* *on»»ih.ng —.,.
„
P'Kt rKol II 'tally iv't yoti on

|99

$0099

JtWHRYDIPT.

£

CLAIROL

JtWHRYDlPT.

Tnole treat for vour hair! This unique new Kindness Hair
setter Sets. Moisluriies. deep conditions all at once
or
i' sets youhair witnwoter-mist
or itsets your hair as is
Comes complete with exdusive conditioner ond special
formula for entro body and curl power 20 rollers

.99

HECK'S REG.
$29.96

• l.ahtod <lo<fc d.ui to- tailing
ii<»r m lh« Oo>k • Snoot Alarm
.lock *om.ol • Sol.d .tolt WON
EVy lo« MtJeeJ on vovd • 4 d»
worn* iptakt' • EWJI .n Auto
mot* Ftravriij Control AFC i on
FA* eiWrei d'i'l tr»« l.l»oiog on
lon»oti<oily e Compact Hot' d*

{

>i

HECK'S
REG.
$26.96

|99

K-320

HECK'S REG.
$24.96

4-SLICE TOASTER

4-slice chrome toaster
traditionally styled!. Unit
has end controls, automatic
thermostat,
matched elements, wide
range toast control and
crumb fray for easy
cleaning.

199
HECKS REG.
$13.96

HECK'S REG.
$21.96

GILLETTE
MAX FOR LADIES

8 TRACK RECORDER-PLAYER DECK
Mot* yOV« owntapov Or tntoy pel
'MO'dtdonot An idool tompo*«,on
to fonoionK iH'OO rodtoi ■*onoiW«t'Connnvovi ptoy »wi»cK AC
bmi ond faw SepO'Ott -olum*
tont'oli lathing laM'orwofd Epwt
button Pioarom ttltdor bvtton
l.ghl*d p>oa>om indxOlO' VU m«•*t SolrtyloihrMord bvtton Sol<d
*toW #ngin»«r«d rn KondKHt* -ol
«vl wood cobmotry Input |Oth» lor
mxropKoot and ll«0 CMpU* \0>\\
lot lint ond htodphonti

99
HECK'S REG,
$19.96

HECK'S REG.
$119.96

JEWflPYDIPT.

HD-5 1

JEWELRYDEPT.

Max is more than |ust a hoir dryer.
It mokes o finished hairstyle in almost no time ot oil It dries haireven long hair— fast.because it's
powerful. Max styles with a widetooth comb attachment that odds
'luff and extra body.

99
HECK'S REG. 14.96
JEWELRYDEPT.

ELECTRA PORTABLE
8-TRACK TAPE PLAYER
WITH

Jttloi odxng muxltt »•»> or wtfhoul hoot A
gtntlt toclh"ig nioliogt ott>on tbmtt Ih^Si
Ugi h.pt ndtt both thouldtt "t'h ot lt«l
Complttt "tth wolp ottoxhrntnt lorg-t ond
imoH loxiol atlotttrntnt. body ottothmtnl and
htat opplxotor'

$C99 \ POLY PERK
Made of durable polypropylene
(tougher thon metal). Resists scratches,
will not denl or break Completely
odor-free to protect delicate toffee
taste and oroma

HECK'S REG.
$8.99

we'll provide the muiic. on
8 t-ock cartridaes or AM radio We won't let you down either ou' circuitry is dependable solid state. And we'll run on
batteries or electric.

DAZEY

ICE CRUSHER
SYLVANIA
HECKS REG.
$39.96

JCWHRYDfPT.

8-TRACK AUTO TAPE PLAYER

JEWELRYDEPT.

MAGICUBES
HECK'S REG.
$1.29
JtWHRY DtPT.

REGINA
ELECTRIK
BROOM

= TA-56 Attractive walnut finish wood and mosonite construction. Holds 48 cartridges,
lazy susan swivel base.

:99
HiC^REG.

JtWELRYDEPT.

*TT
CASSETTE TAPE

RECORDER
J :_..ut.v« builf- -■•■*-"-',
microphone O Push bu"on controls O Double octidn cosiette
tjtd. .'.•'*.
'' '«

M4U

•4546

HECK'S REG.
$9.96

POPCORN POPPER
Munsey's de!j*e lour quart turnover popper with rernovable bowl,
range iypt elementand od|ustable
thermostat for continuous popping The Ir.nn top also doubles
as a serving bowl. Butter cup butters corn automatically as it pops

*^L2L-tai.

JtWHRYDlPT.

CERAMIC

HOTPOT

$199

HECK'S REG. $7.96
JEWELRYDEPT.

HECKS REG.
$3.77

WALL CLOCK

Beautiful Moss Rose design
painted on ceramic brewmaster. Four cup capacity,
footed base.gold trim With
cord.
JtWHRYDlPT.

An authentically styled mantel clock appropriate for the most elegant of rooms- - ideal as
a gift. Bold carved details accentuates this
stately clock, reminiscent of the craftsmanship
of a bygone era The antique gold finished dial
— romon numerals — antique gold designed
honds ore all protected by o decorated crystol

MUNSEY
6V2QT.

HECK'S REG.
$11.96

DEEP
FRYER

J With r*«.# ',uhb»d<»a f*otv« o-q 6 * ovo»i
rooo. 1, .»— imw, oi»—,(- try .«4I .<lfc
t*OOi '«tMt<ri t*o***t\ <*»-d pouring ipout la>
••V tlwt-9, "o •«**•• -oil »o M©* gr«oi*
viv\. •*•"-'*«»•■-oil, •ontrallod K 400 do
9/oti. o«*o-*-jr,'« 1* :;> »io—*l« tor do«p try
boil»t ',<■ o—i '.'I \-qrt> l-akt iO» •"« hoo*
b",'Jl'OW •(,••• '&«">0»0'« (OOking Ovd« f

.-t — i.,-t; ,<f t.:n,vi l >y, -'■■•irisrA

99

CF-65

REGALWARE
36 CUP PARTY

PERC

HECK'S
REG.
$19.88

HECK'S REG.
$27.88

HECK'S REG.
$27.96

24-HOUR
TIMER
So easy to use— ]ust set desired

SC99

99

$0099
*

JtWELRYDEPT.

The stair tread wide rug pile
dial nozzle con only be
found on Reglno's Electrikbroom. Only Regina matches nozzle settings with the
|ob to be done with a flick of
the wrist Adjusts easily for
cleaning low. medium or
high pile carpets. Another
turn sets the nozzle for bore
floor cleaning. No attachments needed

$799

on ond off" times ond plug
into any standard outlet,
lamp-lyter resets itself automatically

JtWHRYDlPT.

8-TRACK
TAPE CADDY

C'

HECK'S
REG.
$10.96

JtWELRYDEPT.

MUNSEY
SELF BUTTERING

^^INTERMATIC^^^

ST99

HECK'S REG.
$12.99

HECK'S REG. $5.96
JtWHRYDlPT.

A continuous feed. |amproof.
•ce crusher to give you perfect
si/e ice for solads, cold drinks,
ice pock, party specialties, instantly U L Listed White. Avo
cado. Harvest

JtWHRYDlPT.

SLIDE VIEWER
$477

HECK'S REG. $3.99
JEWELRYDEPT.

AND HOLDER

HEADPHONES

HOME CAROUSEL

SUNSET DELUXE

$2"

SUN LAMP

STEREO

Private listening in crystal clear
stereophonic sound is yours simply by plugging these headphones
into any stereo radio, .tape player or record changer headphone
jack. Individual volume controls
are a welcome added feature in
this model

HOT
PLATE

SYLVANIA ,

HECK'S REG.
$59.96

HECK'S REG.,
$13.96

SINGLE BURNER

$109

INLAND
Automatic 8-track cor stereo
tope player Equipped with
not"* Plays stereo through ?
speakers or twm-stereo "quadsound' through 4 speakers
Slide controls for volume balance and tone Illuminated col
or coded channel indicator
Automatic and manual chon
nel selector. 12B negotive
ground

not

JEWELRYDEPT.

HECK'S REG. $11.96
JEWELRYDEPT.

AM RADIO
Take Electro on o picnic and
»

,*

REGAL-WARE
8-CUP

45O0
WAHL HEAT MASS ACER

34 lOOl!
JtWHRYDlPT.

"Twin-Size" Reversible
Grids—Bakes 2 Big Waffles Grills, Toasts Sandwiches, Too! Has Adjustable
Thermostat Control and
Signal Light. All Chrome.
Plastic Trim.
JtWHRYDlPT.

HECK'S REG.
$13.96

PANASONIC

T

WAFFLE BAKER

*<&N

Professionally styled hood raises ond
lowers easily for maximum comfort,
lightweight, compact and easily
stored.

IP"

TWIN

JEWELRYDEPT.

HD-4

HAIRDRYER

JtWHRY
DIPT.

ttiiiiJi>

A-20

G. E.
PRO STYLE

■efl

HAIR SETTER

Accepts 110 film cartridges: slim pocket
siie—oet big rectangular 3 '» x4 '; -inch
snaps
. also 30mm
ploslit mounted slides,
no focusing.

JtWHRYDlPT

Deluxe features available on
all buffet^killeti: for fondue,
roosting. Trying, stewing, bun
warming & corn popping.

HECK'S REG.
$25.96

JO— —

G. E. CLOCK RADIO

RS805US

HECKS REG.
$26.88

HECK SREG.
(59.96

INSTAMATIC CAMERA KIT

JtWHRY DtPT.

C4506

JtWHRY DtPT.

BUFFET SKILLET

KODAK

GE s most popular portable offers
you the style everyone wants in on
FM/AM personal radio. This attractive, rugged vinyl covered case
will go anywhere a radio can go. A
built-in cord lets you ploy the radio
on regular house current. An oil
around good performer

00

S»H

■

ELECTRIC ADDER

DtPT.

RADIO

W

...

JIWILRY

G. E. PORTABLE
AM-FM

P-977

NI-SOOCC

O. E. 12 INCH
UNITREX

PHONOGRAPH

V935/6

New catolyttc cleaning
feature added This
broiler cleans itself dur
mg normal cooking
operation Scou'ing
;and scropmg are
chores of the past as
food spatters ond
grease disappears
while you cook
1 15 120W AC only
1200W

HECK'S REG.
$10.99

JEWELRYDEPT.
C6576

JEWELRY
DIPT.

Mokes 10 to 36 cups of full bodied coffee
No boiling water to carry, no time', no
switches, no guess work, eaty to see grod
uotion marks show exod omount of woter
to use Made of finest polished aluminum
with sturdy boketite cover knob, handles
• and legs

JtWHRYDlPT.

RICHMOND, KY. - 472 EASTERN BY PASS
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WEDNESDAY ONLY
COUPON SPECIALS

SATURDAY ONLY
COUPON SPECIALS

THESE COUPONS GOOD ONLY
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 17

THESE COUPONS GOOD ONLY
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 20

COUPONS BELOW EFFECTIVE STARTING
OCTOBER 1 5, WHILE QUANTITIES LAST

